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Possibilities
for cutbacks·
considered

Evaluation
procedure
to change

operating funds and, finally,
labor costs."
Editor in Chief
Kurth said funds were .cut for
Murray State University vice
renovation
and maintenance
presidents Don Kassing and
James Booth said they will rather than from funds for the
work throughout the week to special events center because
designate specific dollar there is no money from which to
amounts each University unit take.
"The only funds we have prowill lose from its budget this
mised
is the authorized bond
fiscal year.
sale for $10 million. There is no
The cutbacks follow the an· money there for me to use for
nouncement by Gov. Wallace anything other than the special
Wilkinson of a possible $155 events center," he said.
million shortfall in state
However work on the West
revenue.
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Murray State's overall plan Exposition Center roof,
for meeting its $1.4 million Breathitt Veterinary Center
share of the $31.6 million ventilation system, a wellness
statewide reduction for higher center, the home management
education was outlined by house, Lovett Auditorium
Kassing, vice president for drapes, a property acquisition,
University relations and ad- Wells Hall air conditioning and
ministrative services, during miscellaneous equivalent to
Saturday's Board of Regents $30,000 will be delayed.
meeting.
Rese:rve funds to be applied to
The plan includes postponing the reductions include $325,000
$650,000 in renovations and from carry-forward accounts,
maintenance; spending which are unspent dollars in
$525,000 of University reserve the units from previous years,
funds; scaling back Univer- and $200,000 from a contingen·
sitywide operations by cy fund established to an$158,200; and anticipating a ticipate revenue shortfalls.
savings of $100,000 in utility
The carry-forward funds will
costs this winter.
pull $200,000 from a broad inKasstng said renovation and stitutional account and
maintenance cuts- and the $125,000 from different .units
reserve funds make up 82 per- within the University.
The remaining $158,200 of
cent of the total reductions.
the
$1.4 million will be cut from
President Ronald J. Kurth
said the anticipation of utility U nive1·sitywide operations.
In the finance/audit commitsavings is based on original
conservative budgeting to tee meeting Friday, Booth said
assure payment for the U niversitywide cuts are yet to
be specifically assigned to the
services.
"If we have a harsh winter, University units.
Kassing, however, said he
it'll push us to other sources (for
the $100,000)," he said. "After and Booth hope to have specific
figures soon.
that I only have a few choices Booth said in the reduction
going into the rese:rves further
and postponing more capital
plan activities. Then we very
Please see BUDGET
quickly get into cutting
Back Page

After much discussion and work by a specially
appointed task force on teacher evaluations, a
new type of teacher evaluation will be instituted
this semester.
"The old evaluations differed from college to
college within the University," said Marian
Posey, director of the Faculty Resource Center.
"The new evaluations will be uniform
throughout each department on campus."
The new evaluations ask students to rate their
instructors on a scale from excellent to very poor
on about 25 questions, Posey said. The actual
evaluation form will not have space for student
comments, but a comment fonn will be provided
for those desiring to fill one out.
"The instructor will also be able to choose the
form that fits the type of class he is teaching/'
she said. "The questions vary depending on if the
class is lecture, laboratory or graduate seminar..,
The new evaluations are a result of concerns
about the validity and reliability of the old ones,
said Joe Cartwright, dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies and former head of the
teacher evaluation task force.
"After our search for a nationally normed
teacher evaluation system we made our recommendation to Dr. (James) Booth late in the spring
that we institute the form used by the University
of Washington," Cartwright said. "Dr. Booth accepted our recommendations and is in the process
of implementing them now."
The standardized evaluations will be used in
several capacities, Posey said.
The evaluations will help the teachers improve
their methods ofteaching,she said, and they will
also be used to help determine such things as
tenure, promotion and merit pay increases.
"The evaluations will count for about 30 percent of the decision on these topics," she said.
"The rest of it will come from other areas, such as
a portfolio kept by the teacher himself. In these
portfolios would be items used for class instruction, such as examinations."
The student comment sheets will be seen by no
one except the instructors, Posey said. They will
be used to help the instructors improve the way
they teach certain classes.
Students will be asked to fill out the new
evaluations before the Christmas break, probably the week of Dec. 2. The departments
should already have the evaluations in their
possession, Posey said. It is up to them when to
have them distributed to students.

By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

Brother Jim Gilles emphasizes his point while preaching Wednesday.

Brother Jim rettJrns
Staff Report

"If anyone makes Magic Johnson
their idol," Gilles said, "they're just
as foolish as he is."
Gilles is on campus for three days
and the University is aware of his
visit, said Jim Baurer, director of
the Curris Center.
Baurer said the Student Handbook
does not specify restrictions for offcampus speakers.
Gilles is not sponsored by an
organization.

Jim Gilles, an evangelist from
Evansville, Ind., first appeared at
Murray State several years ago and
is visiting again.
Gilles told students drinking is
contrary to the teachings of the Bi·
ble and premarital sex is also
against Christianity.
The evangelist also attacked
atheism and Magic Johnson's recent
announcement that he has the HIV
virus, which causes AIDS.

..

Panel to delve into safety issues
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Murray State University officials have reorganized a campus safety committee to examine security measures and
lighting on campus.
"The purpose of that committee is to have faculty, staff and
students look at safety on campus," said Don Robertson,
associate vice president of student affairs.
The committee is meeting to
discuss ways of making the
campus a safer environment for
the University community.
Robertson said committee
members recently took a walk·
ing tour of the campus at night
to determine whether lighting
is sufficient.
"We looked at shrubs and
bushes and places that were
really fairly dangerous from a
point that someone could hide
behind these and assault so-

Ill~-~~~~~:~~,~"~'
,: An emergency siren for the southwest comer of campus.
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Source: STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
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Sparks Hall is dark, but new
lights are being installed.
Another area that is not well
lighted is the quadrangle,
Robertson said.
Green said some of the
lighting problems are a result
of the foilage during the spring
He said the area around and summer.

meone,'' Robertson said.
Joe Green, associate director
of public safety and a committee member, said the Murray
State campus is well lighted for
the most part, but some problem areas exist.

"We've run into a greater problem during the spring and
summer because of foilage,"
Green said. "We don't have any
major problems as far as foilage
(slu·ubs) around buildings.
"There are a few areas on
campus where additional
lighting is needed," Green said.
"We've got lights that are there
but are not functioning."
The committee has discussed
the lighting possibilities, and
recommendations will be sent
to Ed West, director of the
physical plant, and then to
President Ronald J. Kurth, if
necessary, Robertson said.
West said his department will
determine whether lighting
changes are necessary and
feasible after evaulating the
committee's findings.

.

By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

One of the main goals and necessities of any college or
university is the retention of its students. Murray State
University's retention rate scores well when compared to
other institutions of higher education in Kentucky.
For the 1985-1990 period, 68 percent of all freshmen who
entered Murray State returned their sophomore year, said
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records.
The highest rate in that period was 70 percent from 1987 to
1988, he said.
"We also had the highest number of all students returning
this fall from the spring semester that we've ever had,"
Bryan said. "We had 66.5 percent return this fall from this
past spring semester."
•
Those figures, he said, coincide with Murray State's largest
full-time undergraduate enrollment ever, numbering 6,147.
Bryan cited several reasons why some students do not
return for a second year.
·
Please see RETENTION

Please see SAFETY
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Facing an unplanned pregnancy can create
extreme stress for both the men and women
involved.
Many questions arise. Who can you go to for
emotional support? Where can you go for
medical treatment and abortions? What does it
cost to raise a child or to have an abortion?
What legislation is there?
The Murray State News looks this week at
both sides of the abortion issue.
Stories on Page 5

Source: INFORMATION SERVICES

MSU's retention
rate looks good

Thanksgiving dinner

Index

Are you not able to go home for
Thanksgiving? Will you be spending
the holiday alone in your dorm room?
You can still celebrate Thanksgiving
dinner with others.
Murray's Immanuel Lutheran Church
at 100 South 15th Street will be hosting
Thanksgiving dinner for anyone with no
other holiday plans.
Dinner will be served from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. Thursday at the church.
In order to prepare, reservations
should be made by phoning 753-6712
or 759-9771.
There will be no charge for the meal.
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Grad numbers up

SAFETY
Continued from Page 1

"It's a pretty extensive list,"
West said.
After evaluations are made,
West said, the physical plant
will replace lights that are
broken or install new lighting if
funding exists for that project.
"There's no way I can do what
they want because of funds
right now," West said.
Evaluation of lighting includes determining whether
the light is on Murray State
property or on the city of Murray property. The process also
involves determining the type
of lighting that would best suit
a specific area, West said.
. West said if the physical
plant determines that an area
needs additional lighting and
funding is not availa ble, then
the next step might be to secure
funding from the Board of
Regents.
In addition to looking at
lighting on campus, t he committee will examine residence
hall security and the call boxes
around campus, Robertson said.
He said the committee hopes
that educat ion about campus
security will help students
develop better safety skills.
"Part of it is looking at
residence h all security,"
Robertson said. "We've done
the door access, but ther e are
other things in terms of desk
coverage and patrolling the
buildings."
One potential problem with
1·esidence hall security is door
propping, Robertson said.
"In residence halls, propping
doors open is a major concern
because people do it. They don't
understand how dangerous that
can be," Robertson said. " It only takes a minute or 10 seconds
for someone to slip unescorted
!nto a building.
"It's got to take a cooper ative
effort," Robertson said. " No
matter what we do, if students
don't take advantage of the services, or if we put door access in
everywhere but they still prop
doors open and let people in,
that's a potential problem in
the residence balls."
•
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NEWSBRIEFS
NETO to\ d drive ongoing effort

MSU figures follow national trend
By TARA JOY DONNER

GRADU,ATE STUDENT E NROLLMENT

Staff Writer

Murray State University may
be following the national trend
of an increasing number of
graduate students.
Murray State's graduate student population increased by 7
percent from 1990 to 1991, according to information provided
by admissions and records,
after a decrease of 9 percent
from 1989 to 1990.
Nationally, graduate student
numbers increased over the last
two years by 10 percent to 15
percent, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
The Chronick stated that
graduate numbers are increasing nationally becau s e
" graduates are looking to
graduate school as a place to
get a leg up on the competition
or hide out until the job market
improves."
Bill Payne, assistant to the
provost and coordinator of
graduate studies, said the lagging job market is only part of
the reason for the increase in
graduate students at MSU.
Most of the increase has been
brought about by the cycles
that occur every few years in
education and business, Payne
sai d . Students enroll in
graduate school to update their
training and information, he
said.
He attributes the rest of the
increase to the growing importance of a master's degree.
"Higher salaries are in the
management positions, which
frequently r equire a master's
degree," Payne said.
Some of these management
positions are found in local,
state and federal governments.
Mark Wattier, associate professor of political science,
criminal justice and legal
studies, said now is a good time
to get a master's degree in
public administration.
1 ,
The age structure is such that
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The Never Ever Too Old (NETO) club at Murray State
University is sponsoring a food drive to benefit a family of
five in Calloway County.
Sharyn Hollingsworth, chairman of the food drive committee, said students and faculty may still contribute money or
non-perishible food to the effort. The food will be delivered
Tuesday to the Social Services office.
Money left over from the effort will be used to buy toys and
coloring books for needy children in the area. The club will
work with Social Services in that effort, too.
Food and money may be dropped ofT until Tuesday at
NETO's lounge in Ordway Hall.

WKMS to collect books for kids

Business & Humanistic Industry &
Nllk: Affairs Studies Technology

Source: ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS

Science

Fine Arts & Education
Communicalions

Graphic by T AAA JOY DONNEA

faculty is preparing for ret ire· in g to on emphasis o n
communication.
ment, Wattier said.
One area where a graduate
There is, however, o growing
degree
hns been standard for a
demand not only for political
number
of years is clinical
science professors but also for psychology.
people in city management,
'fhomas Posey, chairman of
per s o nne l depar t men ts,
the
psychology depar tment,
criminal justice agencies a nd
said
little
employment oppor the Federal Bureau of Intunities
exist
for students with
vestigation, Wattier said.
n
bachelor's
degree
in clinical
Another area with a growing
psychology
.
Undergraduat
e
demand for graduate students
students
know
from
the
start
i s organi7.at iona l
they will have to get a graduate
communication.
degr
ee. he said.
"Our students work primari·
B
y
s tate law, only
ly with communication pro')lSychologists
with doctorates
cesses to improve productivity
en
n
he
I
ict•nscd
and therefore
or outside relations wiLh lhe
set
up
privnte
practices.
This
public," said Vernon Gantt, CX·
creates
openings
in
the
comecutive director of the Associati on fo r Communi catio n munity mental centers and
such public programs as drug
Administration.
abu s e and child ab u se
Some of these mnnagemont. c.ounseling.
positions are with railroad cor·
Educational standards are
por ations, meat processing changing for all fields, accor plants, universities, hotel in- ding to the Chronicle. A high
dustries, conference planning :;chool diploma used to be all a
and other management posJ· s tudent needed; now a
tions, Gantt said.
bachel01·'s degree can't even
Bu sinesses nr e usi n g guarantee a student a job.
No absolutes exist when it
organizational communication
grad uates to make their· comes to getting a graduate
or ganiza t ions mo re com - degree in a ny field, Payne said.
pet itive, he spid, bccflUSe ~pc .11~ advises s~udent~, howeve:J:,
employment struct.ure, iR mov· to get their dej.{l'ees now.

'

WKMS radio station at Murray State University is sponsoring a book drive titled "Merry Reading" to donate books
to area youth.
"Merry Reading" collection boxes will be in public libraries
in Calloway, Marshall, Graves and McCracken counties and
at the MSU Waterfield Library.
The deadline for submitting books is Nov. 29 at the campus
location and the first week of December for all other
locations.
The drive is a cooperative effort by The Murray State News,
Waterfield Library, WKMS and the Beta Nu chapter of
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority on the MSU campus.

POUCEBEAT
Nov. 12
2:30p.m. - It was reported that a pigeon had been nailed to
the "shoe tree" behind Pogue Library. Physical plant was
notified.
3:42 p.m. - A student reported that a Nissan 200 SX
possibly had been broken into at Stewart Stadium.
Nov. 17
12:36 a.m. - A student reported that the lock on the practice room of the Fine Arts building had been broken and a
drum set was missing.
Nov. 18
1:54 p.m. - A Wal-mart employee called to report that a
Hart Hall resident had purchased a handgun, listing the address as Hart Hall. A public safety officer and Dave
Blackburn, assistant director of housing, went to Hart Hall.
The resident was not in his room. The hall director said he ·
would call public safety as soon as the resident came in.
9:54p.m. - Public safety received a request for an officer to
meet the hall director at the Hart Hall front desk to speak to
the resident who had purchased the handgun. .

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
April Dumanski., reporter, from materials available to the
public from the public safety departm.enf.,

.
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Friday Nov. 22

lntercollqlete Rodeo. 7:30
p.m., West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
ExposHion Center.
Admission: adults $5;
students $4; children 6-12
i' $3; 5 and under free.

.

Saturday Nov. 23

sunday Nov.24

lntercollelllte RMM. 7:30
~.m., W•t Kentucky
lveslock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission:
adults $5; students $4;
children 6-12 $3; Sand under
free.

Hllll lcbeol RoMe~. 2 p.m.,West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, Admission:
adults $4; atudentt 12 and
older $3; children 6-11 $2; 5
and under free.
._.... Rtel ll. 2 p.m., Recital
Hall of Doyle Ant Arts Center.
me admission.

Hlmane locllly Cllrtttlnla

-

,,

Blzur. 9:30a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Calloway County Public
Library.

Bash!Jsall Game. Murray State
Racers vs. lllinols Tech, 7:30
p.m••Racer Arena.

Nov.27

Rest lienee Halla Clttt.. 9 a.m.
Reopen at 2 p.m. Dec. 1.

Thursday Nov. 28

Calendar Information

HntalltiiiMirelulal

111i111111M111

Claaa t ii111UM. 7:30a.m.
Resume 7:30a.m. Dec. 2.

Communlc:atlons·Leaderthlp
Wlllbhop. 6 to 9 p.m., Currts
Center. For more Information,
can 753-7638 or 753-o224.

lbe caJendar lists MiltS of
general Interest to the UniYerlily community. To place your
ICtlvlly on the calendar, atop by
The Munry State NNt office
(111Wlllon Hill) and compllll
I calendar fonn. DIICIIne for

calendar submllalons Is noon

Monday prior to the Friday Is·

sue.

T1rdfunrySIMeNewt llstt
MiltS IS space allows. The
NNsls not responslbleforthe
.......a or Information lAid In

ttlll c:alendar.

762-.4-468

-----,

j'or 5l{{ ')'our Jewe[ry ~ecfs

.
IJ

~ednesday

- - tftbllkMn. 7 p.m.,
Rrst United Methodist Church.

I

i

Quad stale Junior High land
Concert. 7 p.m.. Lovett
AudHorlum. ffee admission.

Tuesday Nov. 26

S.lot RMIIII. 3:30p.m., Farrell
Reclal Han of Doyle Fine Arts
Center. me admission.

I·

••

Monday Nov. 25

.9llpfia

(jamma
'De{ta

14K GOLD BUTI'ERCUP
DIAMOND
I
EARRINGS
ONLY

St28
~ • !Fri~f~Jy

6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
s~
6:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sruuillg • dosu! · lJTuuure !Jluatina

~-- ---- ------ ------~Just in time for Christmas • • •
Final Sale, Reduced Prices

Tratfitiona£
Cliinese WatercoUn- Paintings
6y

President Wu Jicai
Yunnan Normal University
Kunming, China

Nov. 18 - Dec. 6
Wrather Museum
Murray State University
·(Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)

'

Clinical
Psychologists

Plan a future that soars. Take
your science-related degree into the
Air Force, and become an officer in the
Biomedical Sciences Corps. You 'll
learn more, you'll grow faster-yo u'll
work with other dedicated professionals
in a qua lity environment where your
contributions are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything
that mat ters most to you. You and the Air
Force. Launch now-cail
USAF BEALTIJ PROFESSIONAlS

10U.FREE
1-800423-USAF

FS~E;: >

J

is crazy a6out tfieir
new
(jamma Men ...

Scott f£merson
ancf

'lJavid

Weatlier[y
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Depression ofte·n follows patterns
By TERESA MAYS

If students are feeling ed in campus activities," he
depressed, Haislett said, they said.
Cynthia Joyce, a junior comshould talk to family or friends.
munication
m~or from Pro- ·
PHYSICAl.
COMPLAINTS:
DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS:
CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR:
Haislett said parents can help
vidence,
said
she
is a former RA
•sleeping disturbances,
their children by being suppor·
• general slowing down • emotional flatness or
and
her
job
was
to make ·
tive, asking them about their
such as early morning
emptiness
• neglect of responsibilitstudents
feel
part
of
the
campus :
feelings, encouraging them or
by
promoting
interaction
wakefulness,
sleeping
•
inability
to
find
pleasure
ies and appearance
just listening.
among residents.
too much, insomnia
in anything
Allbritten said depressed
• toss of appetite -- or
When necessary, RAs make
• chronic fatigue, lack of
students should also t ry to solve
• hopelessness
weight gain
referrals
to professionals to
their problems, eat a balanced
eloss of warm feelings for
energy
help
students
who are depress• poor memory
diet, exercise and rest. They
• unexplained headfamily and friends
• inability to concentrate
should be physically and men- ed, Allbritten said.
Epley said he can tell when
aches, backaches, etc .. tally able to confront their
• exaggerated self blame
e irritability; complaints
of his residents is depressed
one
pressures.
edigestive upsets; stomor guilt
about matters that
because
he may act or talk
"If students feel like they
different.
ach pains, nausea,
• toss of self esteem
used to be taken in
can't eat, get out of bed and get
"An RA would pick up on that
indigestion ·
• suicidal thoughts or
dressed, then it requires serious
stride
because
he sees the resident
intervention," he said.
actions
day,"
he said.
every
The Counseling and Testing
Epley
said
he has had situaGraphic
by
LEANN
BUCKLIN
Source: COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
Center works with students
tions
in
which
students were
when they withdraw, Allbritbut
were feeling
not
depressed
The second wave, Haislett Haislett said, she finds that ten said.
"The students feel over·
down.
·'Counseling can help," he
whelmed by their surroun- said, appears in early depressed students begin think'1 try to get them to come and
ing negatively, stop having fun said. "It may help them develop
dings, and they like to calJ November.
talk to me," he said, "and
start
worrying.
and
"Students
are
tired
and
have
of
looking
a
more
positive
way
home a lot," she said.
usually they do and get it out of
She said they also lack energy at things."
William Allbritten, director a lot of work ahead of them,"
their
systems and feel better."
Trained resident advisers in
of the Counseling and Testing Haislett said. "Things are and don't get involved in new
Joyce
said some students feel
activities.
speeding
up."
residence halls help many MurCenter at MSU, said the first
depressed
because they are
Allbritten
said
the
student
::~aid
the
third
wave
hapShe
ray
State
students
adjust
wave of depression is called
enrolled in difficult classes.
in
routine,
develops
a
change
pens
three
weeks
after
students
without
counseling
and
make
homesickness, and most
"College is a lot different
socialization habits and eating the transition from home to colstudents work their way out of return to school in January.
than
high school," she said.
habits.
Some
students
may
skip
''Students
realize
what
they
lege easier. Allbritten said.
it on their own.
classes.
have
ahead
of
them.
They're
a
hall
has
an
Each
residence
Sometimes, Joyce said, she
Haislett said the first wave
"Some ask for help and can RA on each floor to act as a big finds herself getting depressed.
affects primarily freshmen, a little bit bored," Haislett said.
One of the main causes of identify that they need help but brother or sister figure.
"When you deal with
group Allbritten said he focuses
depression for students is stress don't know what to do about
Greg Epley, a junior art m~or somebody who's depressed all
on.
from Nortonville, said he has the time, it falls back on you,"
. "We have a special concern from demands they've· never it," he said.
with freshmen," Allbritten fac·ed, she said.
Depression is a socialization been an RA for a year and tries she said. "If you're not a strong
By going through past problem, he said, meaning to create community on his person, it will make you
said. "When going to a new environment, they don't know reports, analyzing her own case students should sharpen in· floor.
depressed, also. Then you have
loads and talking to parents, terpersonal skills.
"I try to get everyone involv- to cope with it yourself."
where to turn for help." .

SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION

Staff Wnter

When some students arrive at
Murray State University, they
are excited about getting away
from home and being on their
own. But after a while students
can get bogged down with studying and other activities and
become depressed.
Heather Begley, a sophomore
public relations major from
Cambridge, Wis., said when she
bame to MSU she was excited
about leaving home, meeting
_,ew people and being on her
own.
l Begley said she called home
!t wice a month. Then she
~ecame stressed and depressed
fit'ter allowing her involvement
with the University's speech
earn to interfere with her
omework.
She said that two weeks
eforc Thanksgiving last year
~he was getting homesick.
"After I got home, it didn't
bother me anymore," Begley
said. "I just got over it. It
became easier once I got used to
it."
Judith Haislett, director and
psychologist at the Clemson
University Counseling Center
in South Carolina, said
students are prone to depres·
sion at three times in the
academic year.
The first distinct wave occurs
three weeks after school starts,
Haislett said.

t

University reviews sexual harassment policy
~y NARETHA
Staff Writer

TIMBERLAKE

Murray State University is
reviewing its sexual harassment policy.
I Doreen Rauch, affirmative action director, said the current
policy was revised Aug. 12,
1991, and it is time for another
revision.
, Rauch said the procesa, which
began before the Clarence
Thomas hearings, was an administrative decision and is
necessary.

employment situation.
student, em pl oyer and
''Initial jurisdicton is with employee."
The policy's first step inthis ofl1ce,'' Rauch said.
The University's policy is volves making the actual claim
regulated by federal and state of sexual harrassment. The
laws.
. complaint must be written and
According to the current filed with the affrrmative acpolicy, Murray State defines tion office within 180 days of
sexual harassment as "offen- the alleged incident.
sive behavior which inapThe charged party, or parties,
propriatly asserts sexuality in has 20 days to submit a written
any -relationship within or af- response to the afirrmative ac·
fecting the University, in· tion office.
The . University's general
eluding but not limited to relationships between teacher and counsel office is given copies of

"We're going through it to be
certain it's as thorough as it
should be," she said.
Rauch said at this point, she
and Don Robertson, associate
vice president of student affairs, are reviewing the
materials. The next step is
presenting the information to
the provost.
She said the affirmative acton
office has jurisdicton over all
sexual harassment incidents
except those that are student
versus student in a non-

both written statements.
The investigation would then
invo l ve Rauch meeting
separately with both parties to
gather investigatory information.
An informal meeting with
both parties is set to attempt to
resolve the complaint. Rauch
said if the complaint is not
resolved at this meeting, the af.
firmative action director has 30
days to forward a decision to
the president.
The second step of t he policy

is the appellate procedure and
involves a formal hearing. The
appeal must be made in writing
to the affirmative action office
within 30 days of the written
decision.
The president appoints a
hearing committee of three
members of the University community. Each party has the
right to be represented by
counsel and to produce
witnesses ana cross-examine
witness~s presented against
them.
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EDITORIAL

! Hall

safety must
t,. be first Concern

Student says
grounds crews
drive him crazy

•,.

It is better to be safe than sorry.
But the University better have apology notes
ready to send out because a time bomb is ready to
explode in one of the residence halls.
With rules, resident advisers, senior resident advisers, hall directors and campus security people,
housing assures students - and especially their
: parents - that the dormitories are safe.
But could the students and their parents be
1; caught in a public relations scheme?
Over the past few semesters, students from the
:: residence halls involved with either drugs or
; weapons have come to the forefront of attention.
: Violent fights in the halls leave blood on the walls
: (Woods Hall, 1989 fall semester). Even national
:. statistics about crimes at universities suggest hous:· ing' s claims of safety seem to stretch the realms of
: reality.
As the University reactivates a campus security
committee, attention needs to be focused on these
problems. While lighting on campus is important,
safety must first be felt in living quarters, or
students will never feel safe on campus.
Granted, it is easy to point out the problems
without providing a solution, but we believe that
the problems are being ignored, because the solution is already there. With rules and regulations set
forth in the Student Life Handbook, all it takes is a
commitment to enforcing the rules to provide a
safer environment in which to live.
It does not take much to set off a spark, and the
longer these problems linger, the bigger the boom
will be.

'
,:
1;l

:
:
:
'
'
I

-

To the Editor:
I am writing to express my extreme disgust with the Murray
State University grounds crews
who always seem to be driving
up and down th e busy
sidewalks of the campus at the
busiest times of the day.

.

BOR meeting efficiency
inconveniences others

Stadium lights burning budget money

Generally, there is universal acceptance on how
to tell time.
So what happened to Friday's scheduled committee meetings with the Board of Regents?
As the Board tackled the problems of the University over the weekend, a memorandum was sent out
a lerting all to the times of the different committee
meetings.
But due to efficiency, many who wished to view
the meetings were left in the cold because many of
the meeting times were moved up without notice.
The Board's efficiency cannot be attacked, but its
lack of courtesy can. The Board is not only a
represent ative of the University to area media but
also the source of some class assignments students are sometimes required by professors to
watch the meetings.
Respectfully, the Board should announce that
times may vary or it should stick to a schedule. This
way, no one's time is spent waiting for nothing.

On a recent Sunday night I
was at Kroger doing my weekly
shppping. It was around midnight when I finished and was
walking to my car, and I
couldn't believe that the
stadium lights were on.
I noticed that they were on
about 9:30 p.m. when I arrived
in Murray. I had thought,
however, that someone might
have been practicing.
I looked up and realized how
bright those lights really were.
Those bulbs are intense. I don't
even want to guess how many
lights are on the poles. Neither
do I care to know how much it
costs t he University to keep
them on.
What really burned me up, if
you will, is the fact that lights
were on despite a recent budget
cut. I understand that it was

1be
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not the University's decision to
have this cut, but it is its deci·
sion to find ways to deal with it.
It was a waste of money to have
had those lights burning - a
waste of money that could have
been used elsewhere.
I know two first-hand accounts of how the slim budget,
for certain departments, is affecting the instruction.
In one class, the professor has
to be told by the department
chair that not enough money
exists to make photocopies for

handouts. These copies are fun·
damental to the teaching in
this class. She shouldn't have
trouble getting these copies
made.
Another case is a class that
bad to postpone a test because
the department didn't have
enough money to have the test
copied. That should never happen. If a student is told that a
test will be given, then that test
should be given.
This seems to be a sad situation. Copies are only 2.5 cents
each. We are not talking
thousands of dollars - maybe
hundreds, but not a devastating
amount.
The school needs to decide
whether its obligations include
teaching students or keeping
Roy Stewart Stadium lighted.

Is Arizona celebrating King's birthday?
Last year the battle on New
Year's Day in Arizona did not
involve two collegiate football
teams in the Fiesta Bowl; it was
fought through the media between the citizens of the state
and the rest of the nation,
which felt the need to judge
voters there.
If you can remember last year
around this time (University of
Louisville fans should
remember quite vividly
because this is how the Cardinals sneaked into the rich
football game), Arizona voters
defeated a referendum that
would have given those hard
working people a holiday in
honor of Martin Luther King
Jr.
As a result, the voters of the
state and Gov. Bill Mecham
were branded racists and bombarded through the media for
not approving the holiday.
Events that usually draw
tourism and money to the state
soon found they were lacking
support and participation from
outside groups.
One of those events was the
Fiesta Bow1.
While the Fiesta Bowl is not
one of the "grandaddy" bowls,
like the Orange or the Rose
bowls, over the years this bowl
has attracted highly ranked
football teams by offering large
amounts of prize money, which
this year will total $2.1 million
for each team participating.

COMMHNTAB.Y

JAMES
LOCKWOOD

VIewpoint
Editor

Last year, as the Fiesta Bowl
officials looked to attract a top·
five team, their hopes were
quickly dashed as colleges and
their boards of regents refused
to send a team.
Bowl officials could barely
buy a top-20 team.
At the last second, the
University of Alabama and the
University of Louisville, two
decent but not high caliber
teams, agreed to play in Tempe,
Ariz.
The money each team earned
was to go to minority groups
and scholarships on their
respective campuses.
This year, n'o controversies or
votes are prevalent in Arizona.
Instead, the F iesta Bowl is, and
once again high-stakes football
will be played.
This year the bow1 will
feature No. 7 Penn State and
No. 10 Tennessee, promising
sport fans the exciting game
the Fiesta Bowl is known for
hosting.
Has America and our univer·
sities forgotten so quickly, or
was the mood just right last
year for the nation to get on a

morality kick? Did the nation
just forgive and forget?
I am not saying Arizona was
wrong. Frankly, with at least
one holiday a month plus the
weekends, Americans probably
work harder at leisure than
they do at work.
But something here is inconsistent. Did Arizona finally
give in to the nation's pressure
and recognize King's birthday,
or is our attention span so short
that we moved on to more interesting subjects and forgot
about the fiasco?

As the University of Tennessee and Penn State accepted
their bids last weekend, no one
brought up·these questions.
If an outcry is to be made, a

I really do not understand
why the men who drive these
service vehicles have to be so
blatantly inconsiderate ofMSU
students and make us feel like
we are wrong for being in their
way. I want to share with you a
couple of examples of the
behavior that has gotten me
this upset.
Recently I was walking to
class when one of the big ser·
vice trucks pulled up less than
10 feet behind me. I moved over
for him to go around me, but he
did not speed up nor did he go
around me. He just stayed
where he was, apparently trying to annoy me.
I kept walking, and then I
stopped at Faculty Hall, only to
watch this employee continue
to drive his truck toward a
crowd of people who promptly
moved out of his way. He then
drove across the quadrangle, on
the grass, to the sidewalk that
is behind Wilson Hall. He then
turned onto it and drove off of
the sidewalk to the street
beside Campus Keepsakes.
I
I guess this particular Mario
Andretti wanna-be thought he
was pretty cool.
But I can top that story.
Last Friday I parked my car
in a spot between Blackburn
and the :Applied Science
buildings. ADout 15 minutes
later, I came out of the building
to find one of the blue service
trucks parked about 3 feet
away from my car. A van was
also parked beside it.
Together, these two MSU
vehicles blocked in three cars.
I could not believe it. This
person did not even have the
courtesy to park in the space
right beside my car.
I called public safety to have
someone remove the truck, but
it was 45 minutes until this
grounds worker returned. By
this time, I was writing him a .
note to put on his windshield.
Unfortunately, he never got it.
. He did not even apologize for
making me wait in the cold. He
just poured his coffee on th~
ground and drove off like it was
my fault for parking in a
designated spot.
Well, Mr. Inconsiderate, I
hope you are reading this letter
and are now mad.
It does not make up for the
fact that I had to wait on you to
come move your stupid truck,
but it is a start.
I know that many people get
tickets for illegal parking every I
day. I have never seen a vehicle!·
more deserving of a $25 fine
than this one.
I just want the men who drive
these trucks to realize one
thing: the sidewalks are made
for pedestrians.
And in case you have forgotten, Murray has streets. Please
use them.

I

B.T. Adams
Junior

solution should be created.
America's outcry demands it. If
not, then we should not waste
the energy to complain, Why
start something that will not be Kramer: Thanks
finished?
to well-wishers
To celebrate Martin Luther
King's birthday is one of per- To the Editor:
I would like to give a sincere
sonal choice, and as states
make it a holiday, one of con- thank you to all my friends at
troversy and debate. As I have Murray State University.
seen through the lack of
Faculty, staff and classmates.
coverage and commentary this your caring get-well wishes are
past weekend, though, I doubt helping me tremendously to acanyone watching the game this cept the long stay (Sept. 23 to
New Year's will be wondering the end of December) in the
if Arizona is celebrating King's hospital.
birthday. With that, I ask, who
really is remembering· his
Dorle Kramer
birthday?
Student

~
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Pro-life, pro-choice offer options
Abortion procedures vary
By KRISTIE HELMS
Campus Life Editor

In the early 1800s, women
with unwanted pregancies were
advised to take hot baths or exercise heavily to terminate the
pregnancies. Times have
changed consi~rably, however,
and the abortion procedure has
changed with them.
The most common abortion
procedure practiced today uses
a suction vacuum, said Linda
Yates, director of Women's
Health Services in Louisville.
"The procedure is performed
under a modified local
(anesthetic), and we administer
IV (intravenous) medications to
relax the patient," Yates said.
"Then we vacuum out the
uterus."
The procedure itself takes
five to seven minutes, Yates
said.
"The procedure is relatively
short, but with the counseling
and testing we do, the entire
visit lasts around six hours,"
she said. "Recovery usually
takes until the next day or
following day to get back up to
normal. We have some people
go back to work the next day,
but I don't know if anyone fully
recovers from something like
that."
The cost of an abortion procedure at the Louisville clinic
for a six- to 12-week pregnancy
is $276. For a 12-and-a-half- to
14-week p~egnancy, the cost is
$400, Yates said.
"We recommend having the
abortion in the six- to 12-week
range," she said. "The age of
the woman having the abortion
doesn't matter." ...
According to an article
published in the July 7 issue of
The Paducah Sun, during the
last six months of 1990, clinics,
hospitals and private physicians reported performing
4,847 abortions in Kentucky.
Abortions are most commonly
performed to terminate an illegitimate birth, according to
the March/April 1990 issue of
Society.
Studies have suggested that if
abortions had been illegal in
1986, the birth rate for married
white women would have risen

ABORTIONS FROM WEST KENTUCKYDuring the last six months of 1990, clinics, hospitals and
private physicians reported performing 4,847 abortions in
Kentucky. Below is a breakdown of the number of women
from West Kentucky counties who had abortions.

by only 6 percent. The numbers
change, however, among unmarried women, according to
Society. •
"Births among unmarried
white women would have more
than doubled, and they would
have tripled among unmarried
girls under the age of 15," the
Society article stated.
"Among black women.'' the
article stated, "abortion rates
were more than twice as high
as those of white women.
Although the differences between married and unmarried
women were less extreme,
about four out of five abortions
still involved unmarried (black)
,
women."
The abortion procedure involves some risks, Yates said.
"Most risks are due to infections, especially for patients
who don't follow the instructions afterward," she said.
"Sometimes, also, there is a
perforation of the uterus or
hemorrhaging. There's also a
possibility of death, but that's
an extreme circumstance."
Abortions may also cause an
increased risk of breast cancer,
according to the August 1990
issue of American Family
Physician.

KENTUCKY ABORTION LAW CHANGES Since the 1973 ruling that legalized abortion, several bills have
been proposed and some have passed In individual states. Below
are changes Kentucky has experienced since Roe v. Wade.
March 1974

Kentucky General Assembly passes a law that
would allow a woman to have an abortion In the
first trimester of pregnancy after consulting a
physician. After the first trimester, a woman
would have to have consent of her husband or, if
under 18, of her parents.

August 1W &

The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals In Cincinnati
rules that husbands and parents cannot overrule
a woman's decision to have an abortion, but
private hospitals may refuse abortions for ethical,
moral, religious, or professional reasons.

March 1978

The General Assembly passes a bill prohibiting
Medicaid-funded abortions unless the mother's
life is endangered.

...ch1980

The General Assembly passes a law stating that
public hospitals and health facilities won't be permitted to perform abortions unless a woman's life
is in jeopardy.

Mllrch 1He

The abortion-consent law, which requires unwed
mothers to have parental or court consent before
seeking an abortion, is passed and immediately
blocked by courts.

January 1887

A state attorney general's opinion says Kentucky's law prohibiting abortions In public healthcare facilities except to save the mother's life is
unconstitutional.

February,

Temporary stays are given by a federal court over
the implementation of the parent-consent law.

March 1889

Aprll1989

The parent-consent law goes into effect. The
American Civil Liberties Union once again challenges the law, forcing it to be enjoined a few
months later.

July 19i1

The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rules that a
judge erred by revising Kentucky's parental
consE»nt requirement for abortions and then ruling
it constitutional.

Source: The Paducah Sun

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Source: The Paducah Sun

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS
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That hypothesis is based on
the fact that the cells in the
breast glands change during
the first trimester of pregnancy, according to the American
Family Physician article. An induced abortion, however, stops
the cells from changing, the article stated, and could increase
the chance of a malignant
change in those cells.
A recent study, though, found
that of 49,000 women who had
an abortion, only 65 were later
diagnosed with breast cancer,
according to the article.
Some complications can arise
even before the patient enters
the clinic.
"We recently had about 160
protestors outside t he clinic,
and around 34 of them had to be
arrested," Yates said. "We
didn't lose any patients that
day, because there are escorts
that are trained to deal with
situations like that and help patients get into the building.
"The police were rather slow
to respond to things like that,"
she said, "until we got a female
lieutenant on the force, and
now they're a little quicker
about getting over here."
In addition to LouisviUe, the

closest cities to Murray that
have clinics that offer abortions
are Lexington, Nashville, St.
Louis, Indianapolis and
Granite City, lll., which is a
suburb of St. Louis.
A new abortion alternative,
RU 486, which currently is not
available in the United States,
is being administered in
France.
Although RU 486 is administered in the form of a pill,
it requires more medical supervision than popping an aspirin
or two.
In France, an abortion involving the RU 486 pill requires a
four-step regimen, and the pill's
maker said it won't export the
drug to countries that don't
follow the procedure in a
similar manner, according to
the July issue of VoRue.
According to the Vogue article, the steps are as follows:
• First, after a pregnancy test,
the woman undergoes a blood
test, a pelvic exam and often an
ultrasound exam via a probe inserted into the vagina.
• Next, after a one-week
waiting period required by
French law, three of the RU 486
tablets are registered under the
woman's name. She takes them
in the specially licensed clinic
and then leaves. The drug
begins to block the action of
progesterone, a hormone essential to the maintenance of the
uterine lining.
• tater, a second drug is injected to induce uterine contractions and shedding of the
uterine lining. The woman
stays in the clinic for about four
hours so doctors can monitor
and treat aD)': side em~Ct's.
Three out of four women
while still in the clinic; others
return home to wait.
• Seven days later, the woman
visits the clinic again to be certain that the abortion is complete and to have her bleeding
monitored (bleeding can last
from three to 44 days.) If the
drugs fail, a surgical abortion is
achedulec:l
The cost of the this type of
abortion is slightly higher than
a surgical abortion, according
to Vogue.

aoort

Groups, centers
offer counseling
He said he would also refer
the
woman to the Lifehouse,
Staff Writer
a
couseling
center that tries
Feelings of confusion and
to
help
women . The
d411peration grasp young
Lifehouse
offers
students
women who are caught in
complete
confidentiality
and
the turmoil of unwanted
information
about
available
pregancies with such a force
that often the first solution options.
For some women, seeking
that comes to mind is the
most dramatic one. But area counseling may be easier if it
counselors say young women is done anonymously over
in this stressful situation the telephone. Opportunities
ahould remember that alter- for Life is a counseling
center in Louisville that has
natives do exist.
Kim Barrett, counselor a 24-hour help line.
Jackie Carlsen, a represenand instructor for the
Counseling and Testing tative from Opportunities for
Center, said the center does Life, said the counseling
not specialize in counseling center offers a referral
for women who have un- service.
" We have over 160
wanted pregancies, but it
volunteers
across the state
can offer support.
available
to
meet with in"We could help them deal
dividuals
and
work through
with the problems associated
with the situation, such as untimely pregancies,"
any emotional problems or Carlsen said.
"We try to find resources
stress management," she
the women, such as
for
said.
A. a counselor, Barrett places to live,'' she said. "We
said, she would make women also help with the basic decision making by providing in·
aware of all the options.
"I would help them deal formation on adoptions."
Carlsen said the center
with the consequences of
their decision," she said. will give information on
"Even if they did decide to abortion and why abortion is
have an abortion, we would being considered.
"We try to get any
help them through that as
obstacles
out of the way to
well."
relieve some of the pressure
Keith Inman, campus involved with making the
minister for the Baptist Stu- decision," she said.
dent Union, said he has
Anyone can call Opppornever had a young woman tunities for Life for help,
come to him with this pro- Carlsen said.
b lem because students
"Anyone affected by an unusually go to a friend in this timely pregancy can call us
situ tion.
- parents, boyfriends or
''A number of students friends," she said. "We want
have come to me in con- to help them help her."
fia.nc:e and asked how can
Another aspect of Opporthey help their friends," In- tunities for Life is that after
man said.
telephoning for counseling,
If a student did seek his callers will be put in contact
help in this situation, he with a volunteer from their
said, he would be pro-life.
area of Kentucky to provide
"Individuals have to make help.
"We have volunteers in
their own decision, and our
main concern is that they Marshall and Graves counknow they have friends no ties that will talk and help
people," Carlsen t~aid .
matter what,'' Inman said.
By SHERRY DICKINSON

Both sides watching legislation
By AMY LEAR
AAOCiate Editor

Abortion has been a topic of
debate for decades, and all con·
tinue to watch the action in the
wake of Roe v. Wade.
Since the 1973 U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Roe v. Wade
that legalized abortion, the
issues have concentrated on the
rights of the pregnant woman
and the rights of her unborn
child. Both pro-choice and
right-to-life groups are working
hard to make their positions
known in case this becomes the
year the Supreme Court faces
the challenge of reconsidering
legalized abortion.
A good chance exists that Roe
v. Wade will be overturned,
said Sally Mills, outgoing president of the Jackson Purchase
National Organization for
Women (NOW), because the
court now has a strong conser·
vative stance. If that happens,
she said, NOW, a pro-choice
group, will have to pursue
legislation to challenge the
decision.
"We doubt that it can be
reinstated through judicial process, but hopefully we will be
able to do so through the
legislative process," Mills said.
"NOW is working at the state
and federal legislatures to do
whatever is possible to keep
Roe v. Wade from being
overturned."
She said NOW is working to
keep abortions safe and legal
for all women at all times. ••Not
just for women in certain
classes who can afford to go to
another state or country," she
said. "We want it to remain an
alternative for all women."

Mills said doctors and
government-funded clinics
should not be legally prohibited
from giving women all the proper medical advice.
Mills said the 1989 Webster
v. Reproductive Health Services decision brought about a
big change.
••tt threw back to the states
the right to make decisions
about abortions,'' she said.
"States could individually
decide to either place restrictions on abortion, on parental
consent or government-funded
programs. Bringing the issue to
the state level made it leas clear
what could tranapire in any
state in the country."
Mills said NOW, both nationally and locally, supports
reproductive freedom and
choice. "It is a pro-life stance
from the woman's perception,
to live and to not have to resort
to back-street abortions or no
medical advice,'' she 18id.
Mills said since t he Webster
decision and the confirmation
of Clarence Thomas as a U.S.
Supreme Court justice, more
women have provided an active
voice in government and want
to support the issues that NOW
supports.
·
Virginia Corley, chairman of
Owensboro's Right to Life
chapter, said her group wants
to protect the rights of the unborn, which Right to Life
believes were guaranteed by
the Coutitution from the
beginning.
"We want the Roe v. Wade
deciaion overturned," she said.
The II"O\IP is working through
educational eft'orta, preaenta·

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
tiOM and informational booths.
Corley said women have
alternative$ and abortion
should not be one of them.
"If a baby is conceived, it matten not how big or small it ia, it
is a life," she said. ''We should
have no exceptions. If you don't
want or can't care for it, we will
help with adoption."
Corley said rape and incest
are no reasons for abortion,
either. "There are alternatives/' she said. "We can
help with money, clothes and
allier and will provide names
Of adoPtion services."
Abortion was definitely an
iuue with presidents Ronald
. . . .a and George Bush, Cor•~~y laid, and pro-life groups are

going to make it an issue for
1992.
"The Federal Election Com- ·
mission is trying to restrict us '
from publishing candidate ·
voter guides, but it was appealed and the Supreme Court
refused to hear it, so we can
publish,'' she said. "It was a ·
pro-life win for us."
Corley said the groups were
saddened last year when the'
Kentucky legislative session
was dominated by education'
reforms and none of Right to
Life's proposals were heard. :
A strategy session is being·
planned in Louisville, Corley
said, to decide wliat bills to in-;
troduce, including possible ones·
that would address parental·
notification and father's rights.
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MSU continues efforts
~jn

UCB

minority recruiting

By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
'staff Writer

: Murray State University staffers are traveling the area in an
effor t to recruit minority
students.
Kenneth Trice, coordinator of
black student recruitment, sai ·
he travels to other cities to
reach potential students.
"I go out to high schools, college programs and college
aays," Trice said.
In addition to visits, Trice
said other options include
phonathons and information
mailed to black churches to
: recruit minorities.
~ Teams also travel to recruit.
"They give a student's perspechive on opportunities at MSU,"
!Trice said.
Although no specific area is
targeted for minority recruitment, Trice said, the majority
of black people in Kentucky are
west of Louisville.
l Timothy Pittman, an admissions counselor whose area is
lrorthwes.t Tennessee, said

!

Interviews

available at Murray State.
"If they're looking for an
education, I show them what
" We can't say
we have to offer," Pittman said.
it doesn't go
Trice said the academics are
on. Racism and
very important.
"Basically, we push the
prejudice is
academics,"
Trice said. "MSU
everywhere., but
has more nationally accredited
I haven't come
programs than any other school
its size.''
across any
But Trice said that is not the
yet. ,
first thing he te11s students.
"The first thing I say is that
Kenneth Trice
it's a predominately white incoordinator of black
stitution," he said.
student recruitment
Trice said he has to be up
front with students, and that
includes talking about negative
some areas receive more race relations.
concentration.
"We can't say it doesn't go on.
"We hit the Louisville area Racism and prejudice is
extremely hard," Pittman said. everywhere," Trice said. "But I
"There are plans to include haven't come across any yet."
Nashville, Memphis and the
He said the complaints about
Jackson, Tenn., area."
the low number of black people
Pittman said when he talks to pictured in University informapotential students he discusses tion .a nd brochures will soon be
the educational opportunities a part of the past.

Publicity & Homecoming Chairpersons
Pick up applications at the Student Activities
Office.

..Applications Due Monday, Dec. 9 by Noon ..
Interviews
Tuesday, Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m.
Tennessee Room
Third Floor Currls Center

LPHA GA
DELTA

'

'---~--...
.. 1991-92
Wh~'s Who Among
Students tn American
Universities and

c

Congratulates
Their Miss MSU Candidates!

Krista Blackburn

Colle~es
llut han 3.0 GPA and

demonatrate campu and
commumity leadenhlp
Applications ava1lable in
Oflloe of Student A1fa1nt

ALA Senior sweet

Ordway Hall
762-6831

Heidi Hom
Shannon Stroud
Heather Grogan
Michele Owens

Sunset Boulevard Music

TonjaDay
Sabrina Edelen

DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7- CHESTNUT STREET
753 ·0 113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

Shannon
Ban1hill- alternate
1,.
..1

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 Oft Any Compact Disc
REG PRICE

"W"e're Proud of
You!

REG. PRICE

Expires 12·6·91

YOUR/////~~~~-·
CAR STEREO SPECIALIST· CUSTOM INSTAllAliON

The brothers of

SigtnaChi
wish to extend our deepest sympathy
to the brothers of the

Kappa Alpha Order
Christmas
Craft Bazaar

Start your
Christmas shopping
early.
Nov. 21 & 22
Dec. 4
~~
Currls Center Theater ......,.
•

.....
.

.

3 :3Q . p .m. • all tickets $1
"'·.....'•t.ot' ..
7 p.m. and 9 :30 p.m. • $1.50 with MSU 10
2.50 without MSU ID

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Second Floor
Currls Center

1
.......................
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SERVI)'G

MURRAY

HOURS:

Monday thru Thursday
Frld.ay a: Seturday
SUDday

11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Noon - 11:30 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• 2 - 10" PIZZAS •• lATE NIGHT • 1- 16" EXTRA LARGE ••
SPECW..
••
•• 2TOPPINGS ••
2TOPPINGS
WITH 1 - 14" PIZZA
••
••
••
1 TOPPING
••
•• $8.96 ... ••
...
••
•• $5.99 ...
••
••
•• AMIIMII T...... S.111tach •• Additlnnol r.......,_. u such
Additinnll T"M'!nts 2S
Hit v.w Willi Arlt
c....,
Ant ortwr
••
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
................a.m......m.a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

$9.9~
$1

Otllrr

Nol \'~W Wtlh

c~

tKh

Nol Volid W"oth lltf1 Ollwr Coupon

.
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New games break Monopoly
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

Board games have always
been popular, but today
Monopoly may no longer be
king of the hill.
Many of today's games tend
to make the players think fast
on their feet and provide more
excitement than passing go and
collecting $200.
Ron Spurlock, an employee of
K&E: Toys in Paducah's Kentucky Oaks Mall, said the traditional games are still selling
but are no longer the most
popular.
"Scattergories, Outburst and
Pictionary are the best sellers
in our store," he said. ''The
traditional games always sell
real well, but the new-wave
games are selling better."
As Christmas approaches,
board games are always a
popular gift. Sandy Odom, an
employee at Wal-Mart in Murray, said games are selling
well.
"Sales are up and will increase before Christmas," she
said. "Scattergories, Taboo and
Outburst have definitely been
the most popular this year."
Murray State students are
playing many of these new
games. Some of the most
popular are Guesstures, Scat-
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Photo by TRENT REDMOND

From left, Shannon Martin, a sophomore nursing major from Louisville; Lydia Talley, a junior mid·
die education major from Clinton; Beth Bullock, a senior psychology major from Sheppardavllle;
and Kimberly Adams, a sophomore elementary education major from Mount Washlngton1 take
time out to play a game of Scattergorles.
Both Darst and Giordano said
tergories, Trivial Pursuit, Out- a good time with Pictionary."
burst, Taboo, Encore and
Jenny Giordano, a senior they still play tlie traditional
Pictionary.
elementary education major games.
"I still like to play Monopoly
Amy Darst, a freshman ac- from Princeton, said her
counting major from Calvert favorite game is Scattergories and Scrabble," Giordano said.
Whether people are playing
City, said her favorite game is because it makes her think.
Pictionary.
"The game moves at a fast the traditional games or the
"I like Pictionary because it's pace and makes you think new faster-paced games, the
fun, and everyone gets into it," fast," she said. "It keeps you on games still bring people
together.
she said. "Everyone always has your toes."

0

Students still enjoy childhood games·

Ill

By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE

~

~

• •~

Staff Writer

Many people grew up enjoying a favorite game or games,
but some Murray State University students will always be
children at heart.
Charisse Blevins, a freshman
political science major from
Louisville, said she enjoyed
playing many games as a child.
"I loved to play hide-and-goseek, ring around the roses,
Miss Mary Mac, 1-2-3 red light
and Mother May I," she said.
Blevins said she also played
with board games and cards.
"We played Chutes & Ladders, Candyland and matching,
or concentration, with cards,"
she said.
Blevins learned most of the
games she played from her
friends and her mother, but she
said she and her friends were
not above making up their own
games.
"We made up games with our

:nn

=~

Q Ill
Ill

•

Barbies and pretended like we
were movie stars," Blevins
said. "We played roller derby
on skates and beat up each
other.''
She said her favorite
childhood game was Chutes &
Ladders for good reason.
"I used to cheat on my little
brother so I could win," she
said.
And sometimes the past is not
left in the past.
"I still dress all my dolls and I
comb their hair," Blevins said.
Now Blevins plays such
games as Monopoly and spades.
She said now she enjoys games
that involve careful thought.
"I like games that make you
think, like Clue, Pictionary and
Win, Lose or Draw," she said.
"Boggle - that makes your
mind work. Scrabble makes me
mad, especially if I'm not
winning.''
Blevins said the main difference between the games she

plays now and her childhood
games is that now her games
are more challenging.
"They're more complex, and
it takes more to win," she said.
"The strategies are harder than
they were.''
When Allene Houston, a
sophomore elementary education major from Wickliffe, was
a child she played some of the
same games Blevins did.
Houston played 1-2-3 red
light and hide-and-go-seek. She
also played Monopoly, Uno and
many other games.
"We played dodgeball a lot
and kickball," she said.
Houston said she learned
games from her cousins.
"If our cousins had a game,
we'd all play then," she said.
She still plays Monopoly and
Uno but said she only .really en·
joys one game now.
"I love Taboo," she said. "You
have a card with a head word
and other words under it. You

have to get others to say the
main word without saying the
words under it."
LaDora Porter, a sophomore
occupational safety and health
major from Lacenter, played
Candyland, Monopoly, Yahtzee
and other games as a child.
"We played kickball, two·
square, hide-and-go-seek ,
house, Stay Alive, spades and
cops and robbers on bicycles,"
she said.
Porter said she learned games
from her friends.
"I played because my friends
wanted to," she sa'id. "After a
while it was fun."
She said her favorite pastime
as a child was playing Atad.
"I love video games,'' she
said.
Porter said she still plays
spades and video games though new and improved ones.
"You don't play kickball
anymore," Porter said.
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UNEQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL EDUCATION For every dollar earned by a college-educated man between ages 18 • 24, a
woman of the same age and education earns an average of 92 cents. A look
at the other age groups:
92~

75~

18 -24 25-34

65¢

59¢

35-44

Source: BUREAU OF· fHE CENSUS

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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Hitting the books

With Thanksgiving break approaching, many
students will take the extra time to catch up on
their studying between bites of Grandma's tur·
key.
To prepare for upcoming semester finals,
students should review their notes or papers
they have written earlier in the semester to get
an idea of where their strengths and weaknesses are, said Doris Cella, coordinator of the
Learning Center.
Story on Page 8

'A Christmas Carol'

Cbrlstm~s

GeneraJ admission tickets to Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol go on
sale today at Murray's Playhouse in the
Park.
Prices for the performance are $6 for
adults, $5 for senior citizens and $4 for
students and children.
The play will be shown Dec. 6-8 and
Dec 12-15 at 8 p.m. exceptfor the Dec.
8 and 15performances, which will begin
at2p.m.
The box office opens one-half hour
before show time. Group rates are also
available. Reservations can be made
by calling the Playhouse at 759-1752.

Although it still may seem like a long
time until Christmas, several businesses
and organizations are already getting
into the Christmas spirit.
A Humane Society bazaar will be
Saturday at Murray-Callaway CountY
Public Library from 9:30a.m. to 2 p.m.
The Hazel Antique Dealers Associa·
tlon will host an open house Nov. 30
from 10 a.m. untll4:30 p.m. and Dec. 1
from 1 until 4:30 p.m. In Hazel.
The Kiwanis Christmas Craft Show
will be Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. until5 p.m.
and Dec. 1 from noon until5 p.m. at the
National Guard Armory.
•
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Students down to the 'final' wire
of the self-help video "Where
There's a Will, There's an A."
Staff Writer
Doris Cella, coordinator of the
Only one full week of classes Learning Center, said a look
remains until final exams, and back is what most students
students are beginning to feel need to help with studying.
the pressure to improve their
"What I really want them to
grades.
is to review their notes or
do
That means cutting out a lot papers
they've written this
of partying and much of the
semester
to see where their
fun. That means looking over strengths and
weaknesses are,"
lecture notes. That means she said.
reading and rereading texCella said what angers her
tbooks. That possibly ever. most is the number of students
means taking the time over who slack off near the end of
Thanksgiving break.
the year.
Four programs and recom"I'm appalled at the number
mendations are offered to help of students who go home early
students study more efficiently.
on Thanksgiving week and
Linda Stocum is the coor- don't return the following Mon·
dinator for Class Assistance day," she said. "They shouldn't
Program (CAP) and Faculty abuse the privilege they've
Fellows, both of which are hous· been given. Some students give
ing office programs t.hat try to up at the end, and that's disap·
help with studying.
pointing. Perseverance is the
Stocum said CAP, formerly trademark of a good student."
Study Buddies, tries to get
Students have some of their
students taking the same sub- own ideas about studying.
ject together to help each other Shawn Odom, a senior accounout.
ting and computer information
"It's designed to help systems major from Graysville,
students who want to study lll., said he prefers to study at
with somebody," Stocum said. the library with his notes,
"We pair up students who want books and study guides.
help in the same class."
"When I study for a parCAP also helps with weekly ticular course, I reread all the
mailings, study tips and such chapters and answer all the
programs as a recent showing questions in the back of the

Family visits, relaxation
make up holiday plans

By JON FUTRELL

By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Many Murray State
University students will
travel to the variety of places
they call home to spend time
with family and friends,
eating and relaxing during
Thanksgiving break.
Travis Turner, a freshman
political science major from
Murray, said he plans to
spend the holiday with his
family.
"We always do the familytype thing and eat lunch at
one grandmother's and supper at another's," he said.
Charles Drennan, a junior
engineering physics m*r
from Owensboro, said he
plans to do a bit of sleeping.
"I've had a lot of tests, so I
plan to sleep. My whole fami·
ly will get together and we
will eat a big meal," he said.
Misty Duke, a freshman
elementary education major
from Sikeston, Mo., said she
plans to visit her high
school.
"I'd like to see some of my
old teachers and pick up my
yearbook. I'm going home to
celebrate Thanksgiving with

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

Kelly Hopper, a junior elementary education major from
P.ctucah, Ia atudylng for exama early.

book." Odom said. "If I have a force him elsewhere.
study guide, I'll use it. I recom·
As for the ritual of cramming,
mend them. A lot of teachers re- Odom said he prefers to plan
ly on them for tests, and I've his studies in advance.
seen a few questions from study
"I usually allot anywhere
guides show up on exams."
from four to eight hours a day
Mike Perkins, a freshman and three to four days in ad·
electrical engineering vance for studying," Odom
technology major from said.
Louisville, said he studies in
Perkins said cramming can
his room unless other activities work if done at the right time.

Feast but stay fit on Thanksgiving
By RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter

On Thanksgiving Day, many
throw away their calorie
counters, Slim Fast and Weight
Watchers frozen dinners to enjoy a feast and eat whatever
they want without worrying
about diets or health.
There are, however, ways to
prepare a Thanksgiving dinner
that is healthful and low in fat.
Sally DUFord, a registered
dietitian in the home economics
department, said cooks can
prepare a healthful dinner and
the family can still eat what it
pleases. The following are some
suggestions:
.
• When cooking the turkey,

leave t he skin on. Not only does
this make the bird look pretty,
but it holds in juices during
baking. For the healthconscious eater, take otT the
skin before eating becau~ it
contains much fat.
• use a non-basting turkey.
Self-basting t urkeys are juicier
and more moist than nonbasting turkeys. But the
basting has hydrogenated fat,
flavoring and salts added.
• In regard to safety, never
stuff a bird and leave it overnight. Bacteria may form in the
dressing in the time it takes for
the refrigerator to cool the
large turkey.
• use bread. dressing, which is

low in fat. Traditional cornbread dressing contains a lot
of fat.
• use soft margarine or squeeze
margarine on potatoes or rolls.
Butter substitutes have fewer
saturated fats and no
cholesterol.
• steam vegetables or cook
them in the microwave to
preserve nutrients.
• use fresh vegetables and fatfree dressing for the salad.
• Remember that rolls are
lower in fat than biscuits.
• When choosing a dessert,
remember that pumpkin pie is
he,Ithful because it has only
one, crust and has a vegetable
origin. Light whipped cream is

my family," she said.
Michelle Ehlers, a
sophomore chemistry major
from Campbell Hill, lll., said
she plans to go home and
visi~ her family.
"We will have a lot of food,
including turkey and dressing. After we eat, I am going
to start studying for final exams,'' she said.
For Jill Doty, a senior
physical education major
from Hoopeston, lll., the
Thanksgiving break will be
the first time she has been
home since the beginning of
the semester.
"I'm a member of the
volleyball team, so I haven't
been able to go home all
semester. I plan to relax and
spend time with my family,"
~he said.
James Lewis m, a senior
radio/television m*r from
Abilene, Texas, won't be
ab l e to go home for
Thanksgiving.
"I've been at MSU for two
years and I've never been
able to make it home for
Thanksgiving," he said!'

AROUND CAMPUS

preferred because it has no
cholesterol. The richer types of
whipped cream contain palm oil
and saturated fats.
• use artificial sweetener with
cranberries, because cranberries contain sugar~ _
• Substitute pecan pie, which is
loaded with fat and sugar, with
apple or cherry pie. Even
though these contain some
sugar, they are made with
fruits.
Of course, Thanksgiving OC·
curs only once a year. "Once a
year, it is okay to eat what you
w~nt,:·. DuFord~!d, In ~act, s~e
Bald, ThanksgtVl~ di~et' 18
probably one of the most h ea lthy mea1s we e at .., 1•

Recitals scheduled
Tim Barnett, who plays the saxophone, and Alan Emerson,
who plays the trumpet, will present a student recital at 2
p.m. Sunday in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
A senior recital featuring Michael Buerhaus will begin at
3:30 p.m. Sunday in the Farrell Recital Hall.

Scouting museum ends season
The National Scouting Museum will close for the winter
Nov. 30 and will reopen March 1, 1992.

H'IQ h S chool rodeo scheduled
1

A high school rodeo, sponsored by the MSU Rodeo Club, is
acheduled for 2 p.m. ~ m die West Kentucky
~'
C
L1vestock Show and Expos1t1on enter.
•

•

•

2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

has got the best 1/4 lb.* hamburger
deal in town. For a limited time
has rolled back the price
of their popular 1/4 lb.* Single.

r-------------------------~

• 1/4

2 for $5.,9 Lunch Buffet
9r
: . BUFFET SPECIAL$:
:
2 all-you-can-eat
99 :
1
lunch buffets
:

$5

I

•Drinks not Included - apeda1 good through llfMl

L-------------------------•
r-------------------------~
1

: $ BUFFETSPE~IAL$:
1

:

I

2 all-you-can-eat

Dinner buffets

LB.* OF 1000fo USDA BEEF

s5

1A lb.* Single Hamburgers

99 :

*Net weight before cooking. Cheese and tax extra

•

I

•OrJnks not Included - 8pedal good throu&b 1118181

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet; Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday, 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

...................................
DELIVERY SPECIAL
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$6.99

........ ·==· ...........

Ml.t pnM at coupaD

Chestnut . Street

Gi*ES liiMt

753-6656

-

-

-

99~

-

1111111!111 -

-

JA LB•• SINGLE I

HAMBURGER

Good at 1111 Chestnut St only.
Not valid with any other offer. Please
present coupon when ordering.
. One coupon per customer.
Cheese and tax extra.
Coupon expire11: Nm·. JO, 1991.

~- - - - - ·
~ LB•• SINGLE I

99;.
I
~ HAMBURGER

....1111111.

·-· -

1Good at 1111 Chestnut St. only.
I

I1

Not valid wtth any other offer. Please
present coupon when ordering.
One coupon per customer.
Cheese and tu"extra.
Coupon· expire•: Nov. 30, 1991.

L-------.. ------•set weiltht before cookmg.

•Set welaht before cooking.

I
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Groups spread holiday cheer
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistatlt Campus Llfe Editor

The American Humanics Student Association of Murray
St.at.e University and Need Line
of Mun·ay and Calloway Coun·
ty, a local non·profit agency
that serves nearly 200 fa milies,
are working together to feed
families for the holidays
through the third a nnual Project Harvest.
"The purpose of Project
Harvesl is to collect food for
needy people in Murray and
Calloway County a nd to let our
students learn how to organize
n project like this one," said
Hoger We is, director of
American humanics.
Students in Am eri can
humnnics classes distributed
boxci; fo1· canned goods to
: several departments a nd off, campus locations. Weis said the
students involved in the prog~ am for· their class project are
graded on their leadership and
organization skills. However,
other students not in the
classes are also involved in the
project.
,
Allhough the drive for
Thanltsgiving ended last week,
Weis said people can still con·
tnbule if they bring goods to
his office in Room 108 of the
Carr Health Building.
"We have a big box there," he
said.
Wcis said students have col·

Cfieri fJJieatres

f;r

"They can bring food or start
a collection point. We can pick
up the food and take it to Need
Line," he said.
"I'd like to thank everyone
who participated, and I hope
they continue," he said.
From American humanics,
the food goes to Need Line. Euple Ward, Need Line director,
said the organization
distributes the food to its
clients.
Ward said Need Line provides
assistance for people whose food
stamps are delayed or who are
not getting the federal
assistance they are entitled 'to.
The organization also has
clients who cannot get food
stamps but are having trouble
buying food because they do not
have enough money.
The collected food is put into
Photo by CHERI STUART baskets geared toward
Bobby Stevens, a junior accounting major from Georgetown and household sizes and different
Christine Ash, a j unior business administration major from people ift'"the household. If the
Newburgh, Ind., participate In Project Harvest, a student project family has a baby, for example,
to collect food for needy people In Murray and Calloway County. baby food is usually included.
The food Is collected by the American Humanlcs Student
The baskets usually contain a
Aasoclatlon and distributed by Need Line.
three-day supply of canned
lected 300 canned goods so far. different. Weis said the current goods, bread and a meat or
They have gotten a variety of boxes will be exchanged for meat substitute.
"If the family needs more
items, from salmon to green boxes with Christmas decorafood,
we refer t hem to other
beans. Most of the canned goods tions. A canned good will also
places
in town or give them
have been vegetables. These get students into the movie
more.
It
depends on the situaitems will be part of a Sleeping With the Enemy Dec.
tion,"
Ward
said.
Thanksgiving basket for needy 11. in the Curris Center
families.
Ward said Need Line helps a
Theater.
The Christmas drive, which
Weis satd other people can variety of people, but most are
will end Dec. 13, will be slightly help in Project Harvest.
from families with children.

As lhe wenlher begins to get
colder, Murray State students
have to pul away summer
clothes as well as summer
activities.
.Jusl becam;;c summer is gone,
howcvel', doesn't mean that
students have to h ibernate.
.Mnny winter activities a re a lot
t>f' fun.
Vonnie Hays, office manager
at the: Murray Chamber of
Commerce lsaid.V: var iety of activities exist that college
sLudtmts can participate in.

A Florist Open House will be
Another popular event is the more than 2 million visits to
Sunday to allow the community Rotar y C lub' s Christmas LBL annually.
to see all the Christmas floral Parade
"One reason for this is that
decorations.
"The Rotary Club has a we are basically open all year
One of t he major holiday parade close to Christmas in round, and we have activities
events in Murray is the which politicians don't par- going on a lmost every day," she
Di6kens' Christmas, a n Old t icipate," Hays said. "There's a said.
English-style celebration set for big country ham breakfast at
Dec. 6-8.
Pagliai's, which most of the
LBL has 170,000 acres of
"This year we are going to community attends."
fields and woodland and 300
have it in Roy Stewart Stadium
Aside from activities in town, m i 1e s of s hor e 1i n e for
because when we held it outside the Land Between the Lakes exploration.
the weather caused frostbite in (LBL) offers entertainment for
"Our North-South Trail is the
some of the participants," Hays people of all ages.
most popular hiking trail. Since
.said. "There are a lot of ~:~..nR;r.:egl na Clark, LBL com- it is about 60 mile!! long, people
arts and crafts and musical muiiications anCl marlte in-g~~·a"'re
->- liKely to see a '\Tariety of
groups."
specialist, said people make wildlife," Clark said.
' ·

SUPER NINTENOD.
ENIERTAINMENT SYSTEM

1008 Chestnut

f;r

753-3314

'1-{\.t tJJuao,~

Bueball eatd•

Jf

1

"Buy, sen, Trld..
818 s. 41h St.
Boura
Monday-Tuaday·'l'hunday 2:30p.m.· 7:00p.m.

Friday

Samrday

If

p.m.· 6:00 p.m. 10:00 a.m.· 5:00 p.m.
ao.ed Wednelday lnd Sunday

~

Congratulations
'Becky 13as(er
Stacey Cr:oof(.
Cliristy 'Eicf(.lioff
L esa Jack§on
u

.

adies Dress & Casual

95

2.75 GPA
Must have completed 15 semester hours of college course work
* Applications can be picked at the School RelaUons omce and lnfonnatlon Booth In the CUrrls Center *

The Addams
Family (PG 1~)
American Tall
2: Fieval Goes
West (G)
Martin Scoraese'a

Cape Fear
(R)

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

Let us entu tain. you...

Comtnc ln necembet
''Hoo.Jtf' ''Star Ti'ekV''
'lJeauty and the Beast'
''The Last Boy Scout''

.

;

.. .

Re111 y o ur m o v lt"-.
til lh(' lll O V I !o' '>

1008 Ches tnut
753· n 1 l
Open 11 a .m . t o 10 pm

You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites hefore the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have master<.-d the solar
system faster, too.
l iw a41Mlrlf tJ--.. r A ·• ••,.-tf••l l•u•''f"*'.. '''""'

I

• - - - 1600 Main- Next to ATO House - - - •
753-9419

Monday, Nov. 25
·
at 8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
in the Martha Layne Collins Center Auditorium Rm 231
Minimum Requirements

Bargain Matlneea
Sat. and Sun. only
There wll1 be matlneee

:

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES

on

(PG)

.

The Sisters of ALA

Counselor
Summer
''0''
attend an Informational meeting

Curly Sue

'

New Initiate~ of Order of Omega a·

If you are interested in becoming a
,

l

We're Proud of You!

Season offers ta-la-la for everyone
~y AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

WE NOW HAVE

Revive with VIVARIN:

----· .-.-

...-.

---

VIVARIN'
for fa~tptcAup -safeas coffee
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Dance team revamps
for basl<etball season
0

By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

COUNTRY JAMMIN'

Photo by CRAIG HARMON

Country music artist Travis Tritt puts some drive In his country while entertaining Sunday at
Murray State University. Other artists performing Included Marty Stuart and Aaron Tippin.

Spectators at the Racer
basketball games will get the
chance to see something new
this year during halftime.
Jennifer Dougherty 1 a
political science and public
relations major from Lex·
ington, said the Murray State
University dance team will perform for the first time Dec. 14.
"We are not a pompon
routine, nor are we connected
with the MSU Dance Com·
pany," she said. "We are more
like something that people can
see on MTV with a lot of street
dancing."
Dougherty, team captain,
said the athletic department
cut out the dance team about
four years ago because of poor
quality. When Dougherty came
to Murray State, she was really

Years of work go into recitals
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

A student majoring in music
has more than final exams to
worry about.. He must spend his
entire four vears at Murray
State University preparing for
his student recital.
"There are three different.
types of recitals," Lawrence
Mallett, chairman of the music
department, saie. 1 'Perfol'·
mance majors are required to
give a half junior recital and a
full senior recital, and music
education majors are required
to gtve a half senior recital. The
bachelor of arts in music
(students) have two choices:
they can either do a research
paper or give a half recital.
"Before any student can perform a recital they must pass a
hearing of their own private
teacher and the rest of the
faculty in that particular area,''
he said.
Mallett said a freshman or
sophomore can give a half
recital as long as he can pal&
the hearing.
He said the purpoee of the stu·
dent recitals is to provide performance experience.

"There are several competencies of accreditation standards
and musical standards that we
have to meet," Mallett said,
"and one of the standards is you
will develop your ability on
your primary instrument, and
the culmination of that is supposed to be the recital
performance.''
Mallett said when a student
gives a recital, a portion of it
has to be solo, but he can do a
couple of ensembles.
"Depending on the teacher,
they can have, for example,
three solo numbers and a couple ensemble numbers, but a
certain portion of it has to be
solo works," he said. "If it's R
full recital it. has to be 50
minutes of actual playing
music, and a half recital is going to be 25 to 30 minutes of actual performance."
Mallett said the instructors
plan most of what the student
will perform.
"The students have input into
it," he said. "The instructors
probably have 75 to 80 percent
to say about it."
Shannan Peery, a senior
music major from Clinton who

performed her senior recital
Sunday, said she selected most
of the music she sang.
"Basically it was up to me,
but my teacher helped decide
what was best for me," Peery
said. "We picked them out
together. She had my best interest in mind and knew what
would fit me."
Peery said she feels lost now
that her recital is over.
"In the last year it's been
really fun to sing, but I have
also been very nervous," she
said. "Now that it's over it's
kind of a bittersweet feeling."
Peery, who works at the Baptist Student Union, said she is
able to use her musical talents
at work.
"I use a lot of my music working with other ministries and
doing work with young people,"
she said.
Mallett said beginning this
month as many as five to seven
recitals a week have been
scheduled. Sometimes two are
scheduled in one evening.
He said students spend four
or five years preparing for the
recital.
"When you enter as a

freshman you concentrate on
some basic techniques that you
may not have gotten when you
were in high school. The frrst is
spent mostly correcting any
problems you may have with
your technique," he said.
"When you're a sophomore you
get to playing more solo
literature, and then in your
junior year you perform more."
Mallet said the department
also has what it calls a recital
class about five times a
semester so students who are
preparing for a recital or who
want to get performance experience can play just four or
five minutes on the recital jnstead of doing a full 10- or
15-minute work.
"That gets them ready to do
the junior recital,'' he said,
"and then they're preparing to
do the senior recital."
Mallett said the best thing
students can do to prepare for
their recital is practice.
"Just a lot of practice," he
said. "Basically we're talking a
minimum of two hours a day in
the practice room to prepare for
a recital."

Old cartoons relieve student stress
~S HE RRY
Steff Writer

DICKINSON

"I don't like the new ones out
today," Moore said.

Cartoons are still a source of
great amusement to many
students, especially during a
particularly stressful week.
'But even though recent cartoons have introduced such exciting new characters as the
Teenage Mutant Jtnja Turtlel
and Bill and Ted,tatudents remain true to their old favorites.
Jennifer Moore, a senior
English and journalism major
from Frankfort. said she only
can find class1cs, !1UCh as Bugs
Bunny and Daffy Duck.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

She said the new breed of car·
toon characters and storylines
aren't like real cartoons.
"The classics are funnier and
more simple, like a cartoon
should be," she said.
Other students fmd cartoons
provide a stress relief. Steve
Smith, a senior English major
from Terre Haute, Ind., said he
finds cartoons very
entertaining.
"It gives me a good laugh

WORLD GONE MAD

when the stress of student life
gets me down," he said.
For students whose schedules
prohibit them from watching
cartoons on television, cartoon
movies provide another option.
Tracey Owen, a senior English
major from Henderson, said she
thinks The Little Mermaid is
the best.
11
Beauty and the Beast is on
the top of my must see list,"
Owen said.
But, she said, cartoons aren't
what they used to be.
"All the cartoons I used to

watch now have babies, " 1 Owen
said. ~~That's what makes me
know rm getting old."
Deborah Healy, a junior nursing major from Norris City, Ill.,
said she watches Beetlejuice
and Garfield, which is her
favorite.
Alison l:surton, a freshman exercise science major from Murray, said she enjoys watching a
classic cartoon.
11
1 watch the Bugs Bunny
show. I've always watched it,"
Burton said. colt's my favorite
cartoon. I don't watch anything
else."

'

interested in participating in
the dance team program.
''I went to the athletic department and inquired about it.
When I talked to them last fall,
I received a lot of support from
the coaches," she said. "They
are willing to give it another
shot."
Heather Martin, a sophomore
chemistry major from
Metropolis, Til., who is one of
the co-captains, said she and
Dougherty talked about the
idea of reviving the team.
"We had both danced on
teams in high school, and we
missed it. It was something I
wanted to get back into," she
said.
Tryouts were in September,
and 13 girls made the team.
1
'We held a week-long clinic
and started out with 50 girls on
the first day. Only about 25

Martin said the team is working strictly on donations.
"We are trying to create a
Racer calendar so we can sell
it/' she said.

Scorsese's 'Cape Fear'
should strike Oscar gold
After Dances With Wolues
swept the Oscars in March,
some people wondered what
director Martin Scorsese
would have to do to win an
Academy Award.
His Goodfellas won most
every critic's award, but at
the Academy Awards it netted only a best supporting actor honor for Joe Pesci. In his
latest, Cape Fear, a remake
of the 1962 thriller of the
same name, Scorsese may
have found what it takes to
claim Oscar gold.
As in the original, a lawyer
finds himself terrorized by a
man he sent to prison years
ago. In the '62 film it was
Robert Mitchum making
things difficult for Gregory
Peck and his family.
Now Scorsese's favorite,
Robert De Niro, is playing
the Mitchum role of Max
Cady. His body covered with
tattoos, De Niro's Cady
starts the fllm recently
released from prison and
looking for the lawyer, Sam
Bowden (Nick Nolte taking
over for Peck).
Bowden wants nothing to
do with Cady because
Bowden buried evidence that
might have kept Cady out of
prison. Cady, however,
wants everything to do with
Bowden and his troubled
family.
Leigh Bowden (Jessica
Lange) loves her husband,
but she cannot stand his extramarital fling. Their teenage daughter, Danielle
(Juliette Harris), is very promiscuous. Cady takes advantage of all of that in his at·
tempt to break apart the
already fractured family.
Sam Bowden tries to stop
him, but Cady counters and

HAT.SHOT

W

THIS WEEK

VIDEOS
Top sales this week:
1. "Fantasia" (Disney)
2. "The Rescuers Down
Under" (Disney)
3. ''Ghosr• (Paramount) ·
4. " Home Alone'' (Fox)
5. " Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves" (Warner)

STEVEN O'RILEY'S

girls actually tried out,"
Dougherty said. "In order to
make the team, the girls all
learned one routine and 30
seconds of another. They had to
create the other 30 seconds on
their own."
Although the team won't
travel to the games played at
other universities, it will perform at all home games, wearing blue and gold outfits.
The dance team practices in
the south gym of the Carr
Health Building.
"We practice as a whole about
10 hours per week,'' Dougherty
said. "I spend a lot of time
working on choreography."

ROBIN HOOD
Top video rentals this week:
1. ''The Godfather Part Ill"
(Paramount)
2. " The Silence of the
Lambe" (Orion)
3. ''Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves" (Warner)
4. " Dances With Wolves"
(Orion)
5. "Class Action" (Fox)

JON
FU1 RELL
Staff Writer

defeats everything he tries.
Not even a vacation aboard a
rented boat helps much.
Cape Fear is a simple
revenge film that builds in
significance and scope over
the two-hour-plus running
time. Scorsese keeps the tension up throughout. Once
Cady aDd :Bowden meet,
there is no time to relax for
anybody - not for them, not
for the supporting cast,• not
for the audience, not
anybody.
·
The role of Cady is a combination of all De Niro has
done for Scorsese. The
"coolness" of GOodfellas, the
loneliness of Taxi Driver, the
anger of Raging Bull - it is
all represented in this one
character. Cady just might
replace Hannibal Lecter of
The Silence of the Lambs as
movie villain of the year.
No one who sees this film
can talk about it without
mentioning the conclusion.
The big storm and Cady's
most extreme torturing
make the boat scenes the
most intense in the fllm. You ,
never know when it will end,
and when it does, you will
wish it never ended.
The new version of Cape
Fear is a classic whiteknuckle thriller. You will
not be able to take your eyes
off it, no matter how
gruesome it gets. If it does
not win Scorsese an Oscar,
somebody should take a
serious look at the Academy.

MUSIC
Top Singles:
1. "When a Man Loves a
Woman" Michael Bolton

2. " Cream" Prince and the
N.P.G.
3. "Set Adrift on Memory
Bliss" P.M. Dawn
4. "It's So Hard to Say
Goodbye to Yesterday" Boyz
II Men

5. "Can'tStopThleThlngWe
Started" Bryan Adams
Top country singles:
1. "Shameless" Garth Brooks
2. "Forever Together" Randy
Travis
3. "Hurt Me Bad In a Real
Good Way" Patty Loveless

4. "Uke We Never Had a Broken Heart" Trisha Yearwood
5. "For My Broken Heart"
Reba McEntire

Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN
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Football team defeats Indians
Murray takes first
ave win of year
By ERIC WALKER
Assistant Sports Editor

Gloomy skies over Roy
Stewart Stadium on Saturday
gave way to a shining victory
for the Murray State Racer
football team in a 14-10 win
over the Southeast Missour i
Indians.
Coming out of the contest
with a check in the "win" column 'gave the Racers their
third victory to go with seven
losses, and it spotted the Murray State squad its flrst Ohio
Valley Conference win this
season.
Head coach Mike Mahoney
said at Tuesday's press conference the effort by the
Racers on both sides of the
line wa~ impressive but would
have to continue in preparation for the last game of the
season against Austin Peay.
"It has been a long time
since we've played a game
defensively like that," he
said. "On offense, we did a lot
of great things.
"The crucial thing was, with
13 drives, 11 of those started
on flrst down," Mahoney said.
"There were too many tur-

novers, but overall, I was
pleased. We just didn't get into the end zone enough."
The Indians were the flrst to
get on the scoreboard on a
54-yard drive that ended with
a 7-yard Eric Cohoon
touchdown pass to SEMO
wide receiver Darrell Philon
with 3:18 left in the first
quarter.
The Racers fired right back,
however, on a four-play,
71-yard march downfield. A
penalty on Southeast
Missouri set up a second-andflve situation on the Indians'
26·yard line and led to a run
by Chris Sypho for the TD.
With 1:49 left in the first
frame, Chris Dill got the extra
point to tie the game at seven
points apiece.
Early in the second quarter,
Tim Bland and Dave Cox led
Murray State 48 yards to
SEMO's 22-yard mark for the
flrst down. Quarterback Tremain Lewis then hit Jon Ross
in the end zone for an added
six points, and Dill's extra
kick gave the Racers a 14·7
lead.
In the closing moments of

Johnson's magic
is now entering
a different arena

Photo by CHERI STUART
Racer offensive tackle Marcus Perry (74) and David Cox (37) block Southeast Missouri players
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. The Racers won 14-10.

the half, a double-tough Racer
defense held the Indians at
bay on the Murray 1-yard
line. After three vain attempts to get to the goal,
SEMO optioned for the field
goal and put three additional
notches on the board and set
the score for the game at
14-10.
"I was suprised (at the flrst

half victory) and I didn't think
that it would stay 14-10,"
Mahoney said. "I was pleased
on defense, but you've got to
give their defense credit, too.
They caught us a couple of
times, and those nickle-anddime penalties for being offsides or whatever didn't help
us much, either.''
Murray State will head into

tomorrow's match against the
Austin Peay Governors (4-6
overall and 2-4 in the OVC)
with an eye on closing out the
season on a positive note.
The last meeting between
the Racers and t he Governors
was the last game of the 1990
season, when Murray State
pulled out a 31-24 win in a
t riple-overtime contest.

Racers' Cannon fires
3'2 ,points in victory
By MIKE PADUANO
Reporter

If you didn't see Saturday
night's exh ibition basketball
game, you missed Maurice Cannon bomb the Czechoslovakia
National Select team right out
of the gym.
Cannon, a junior from Memphis, Tenn., scored 32 points,
which included 24 first-half
points and six three-point field
goals, to lift the Racers to a
107-81 victory in the Murray
State Racers' final preseason
tune-up.
'
Cannon came to MSU as the
leading scorer in junior college
basketball last year with an
aver age of 29 points a game.
"He put on an exhibition,"
said head coach Scott Edgar.
''It's obvious now why he led
the nation in scoring in junior
college."
The Racer s open the regular
season with home games Tuesday against Illinois Tech and
Nov. 30 against Southern ill inois University at
Carbondale.

-
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Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
Popeye Jones scores two of his 20 points against Czechslovakla
Saturday. Jones also had eight rebounds in the Racers 107-81
victory.

Racer of the Week
Maurice Cannon chipped in a teamhign 32 points and added four assists
in the Racer Basketball team's 107-81
victory Saturday over Czechoslovakia
and was named Racer of the Week.
The 6-foot 3 junior college transfer
averaged 29 points per game and
scored 1,667 points during his two seasons with Shelby State Community
College in Tennessee, and he averaged 4.3 assists, 3.3 steals and 3.1
blocked shots each game.
Cannon was a 1991 Junior College
All-American and his 29 points per game
was the highest average in the country.

lllinois Tech belongs to the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) and
is coming off of a 6-21 record.
SIU is the preseason favorite
in the Missouri Valley Conference and should be one of the
Racers' strongest opponents of
the season.

" He (Cannon)
put on an exhibition. It's obvious now why
he led the nation in scoring
in junior
college.''
Scott Edgar
basketball coach

Following Cannon's 32 points
were Popeye Jones with 20
points; Darren Hill with 15;
Wilson, nine ; Evans, six;
Walden, five; Adams, four;
Sivills, four; Peterson, four;
Gray, four; Gumm, two; and
Hunt, two.
Heading into regular-season
play, Edgar said his team is
still improving but will need to
continue its running style to be
successful.

One reason for the Racers'
Jack of success in the half-court
game is the absence of rebounding. ,Czechoslavakia outrebounded the Racers 32-31
Saturday, and Jones, who·
averaged 14.2 rebounds a game
last year, has averaged only
nine in the two preseason
games. The Racers were one of
the nation's leading teams in
rebounding margin last year.
Jones said the change in
system and a nagging back injury have contributed to his
problems.
"On the defensive end, I try to
get out and run instead of concentrating on rebounding,"
Jones said.
Edgar credited the play of
Scott Sivills, Jamal Evans and
Bo Walden, and he said they
will likely continue to start
because they are the most aggressive players at their positions. But, he said, most
everybody will play.

"Even with one of the best
centera in the nation (Popeye
"I . think it's, important for
Jones), we're still not a good . this team to start aggressivehalf·court team," he said after ly," Edgar said.
Saturday's win. "We have to
The Racers will play Dec. 3 at
get into a 94-foot game - a
Memphis State, and their next
track meet."
home game will be the Ohio
Edgar said the team is work- Valley Conference opener Dec.
ing on its half-court offense and 14 with powerful Middle Tenwould like to improve to the nessee State.

~--RA:_C_E_R_RE_PO_R_T_....,
Razzle dazzle
Former Harlem Globtrotter Eddie Fields, 37,
joins Racer basketball head coach Scott Edgar
in hopes of leading the team to its fifth consecutive Ohio Valley Conference title.
After college, Fields was drafted in a tate
round by the Chicago Bulls, but opted for a
career with the Globet rotters.
He toured with the National team, the more
popular of the two Globetrotter teams, from
1978 to ~ 983 before retiring.
Story on Page 14
Maurice Cannon

point where the Racers can be
as effective in a s low game as
they would be running.

Just over two weeks ago,
something happened to the
world of sports that shook the
rest of the world, as well. Magic
Johnson announced his retirement from the Los Angeles,
Lakers and basketball because
he had contracted the HIV
virus, which causes AIDS.
The announcement was indeed a shocker, no doubt about
that. Even though this fantastic athlete has made major
strides in the world of professional sports, achieving three
Most Valuable Player honors
and leading the Los Angeles
Lakers to five World Championships, he seemed to be just
getting started. The world was
at his feet.
Perhaps even more heartwrenching is the fact t hat just
two short months earlier,
Johnson married his long-time
girlfriend, Cookie Kelly.
Why must these things hap·
pen? Why must bad things happen to good people?
We could ask ourselves those
questions time and time again
and never flnd the answer. But
with that ever-present smile on
his face, Magic looked at this
crisis in a positive light.
One day after the shocking
announcement, Johnson ap-.
peared on The Arsenio Hall
Show and spoke of his ordeal.
On the show, he said having the
virus provides a way for him to
get the message across to
millions of people that, as he
said, "Safe sex is the way to ·
go."
Throughout his life, especially in his career in the NBA,
Johnson has been an inspiration. He has been someone people could look up to. Now, people ru·ound the world will look
up to Magic in a new way.
Johnson has said that he will
keep living his life to the
fullest, the same way he played
the game of basketball always giving 110 percent. We
all know that he will.
Johnson has also said he will
become somewhat of a
spokesman for AIDS education
and will encourage people to
practice safe sex in this age of
AIDS.

••

I suppose that we as college
students think the world is at
our feet, too. We can accomplish
anything we want and not have·
to worry about facing the conse-.
quences. I guess sometimes we·
get into that mode of thinking
we are almost invincible and
we will go on living forever ~
the end will never come.
If it could happen to a great
athlete like Magic Johnson, it
could happen to us. ·
Since the announcement, an
outpouring of support has come
to the surface and a new attitude about AIDS has been experienced by many people. That
is juRt what Magic had hoped
for.
Johnson is one of those people :
who lives up to his name. The ,
way he played basketball was ,
magic. Off the court, dealing .
with people, he was magic.
Now, he will face this time in
the same way, with a smile on
his face and a little " magic."

Intercollegiate rodeo

Teams of the Week

The Murray State Rodeo Club will
sponsor an intercollegiate rodeo at the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center Nov. 21-23 beginning at 7:30 each night.
Competition is broken into rough
stock, which includes bareback riding,
saddle-bronc riding and bull riding as
well as timed events such as calf roping, steer wrestling and team roping.
The Murray State club will face 10
other schools in the competition.
Admission Is $5 for adults, $4 for
students, $3 for children 6-1 2 and free
for children 5 and younger.

Three intramural teams were selected
Teams of the Week for their performances during the flag football tournament at the intramural field Nov. 12.
Victorious in the men's .500 and
above competition was AXA, otherwise known as the "Chops," In a 42-7
shellacking of the Cat Daddys.
The Untouchables claimed the intramural title in the women's division with
a 12-2 win over AOll.
Carolina Blue rounded out the winning teams as they toppled the Warmongers 28-6 to claim best honors in
the men's below .500 competition.
•

~
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New coach a former Globetrotter
By HEATHER KEITH
Staff Writer

Don't be surprised if the
Racer pep band gets a few requests for the song "Sweet
Georgia Brown" this basketball
season. After all, a former
Harlem Globetrotter will be
spending most of his Saturday
nights on the Murray Statr
bench.
Assistant coach Eddie Fields,
a former member of the worldfamous Harlem Globetrotters,
has joined the staff and will br·
ing to the reigning Ohio Valley
Conference champs expertise
based on his successful career
as both a player and a coach.
Fields, 37, attended high
school in New Orleans and was
named an all-state most
valuable prep performer. He
started as guard for four years
at Oklahoma University and
compiled a number of honors

Eddie Fields

during his stay there.
While a junior at Oklahoma,
Fields set a school record for the
most games- six- with 10 or
more assists and was named
the team's most valuable
player. The two-time All Big
Eight Conference pick averag-

ed 7.4 points a game as a senior
and led the team in assists.
After college, Fields was
drafted by the National Basketball Association's Chicago
Bulls, but he opted to attend
the Globetrotters' tryout camp.
He based his decision on his being chosen by the Bulls in a late
round, and he believed he
might have a better chance
with the Globetrotters.
Fields' instincts proved right:
the guard was offered a place on
the Globetrotters' national
squad, the more famous of the
two traveling Harlem teams.
He traveled all over the world
with the team from 1978' to
1983, following a rigorous
schedule that often included up
to eight shows a week as well as
appearances at children 's
hospitals and other events.
"Living out of a suitcase is
hard," Fields said.

''With those
guys, you never
knew what
would happen.
Every night
there was
something
different''

Among his favorite places to
play with the Globetrotters
were Oslo, Norway; New York;
and, of course. his hometown of
New Orleans.
After reti r ing from the
Globetrotters in 1983, Fields
returned to Oklahoma to get a
degree in education and do his
student teaching.

He served as men's basketball coach and athletic director
at Academy Central High
School in Oklahoma for the
Eddie Fields
1985·86 school year and was
assistant coach
then named assistant basketball coach at South Plains College
in Leveland, Texas, where
Yet he said it was always exhe
remained
until 1989.
citing, playing with such
During the 1989-90 season,
showmen as "Goose" Ausbie
Fields served as assistant coach
and "Curly" Neal.
"With those guys, you never at Drake University in Des
knew what would happen," Moines, Iowa, and he served as
Fields said. "Every night there interim head coach for part of
the season.
was something different."

Harper finds an outlet in
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

Sometimes a person can make
you stop and stare. Wayne
Harper is like that.
It's not because of his height
or his gray-black hair; it's
because he has the look of a
champion - a two-time national karate champion, to be
exact. To Wayne Harper,
karate is not just a sport, it's an
adventure.
Harper, associate director of
grounds maintenance, started
studying karate here in 1968
when there wasn't as much emphasis on karate.
"I've been told that it takes
almost 15 years to fully develop
the form of karate," Harper
said. "1 find that there are still
things that I can learn and
develop, and I've been doing
this for a long time."
Harper has not always par·
ticipated in karate. He also

" I find that
there are still
things that I can
learn and
develop, and
I've been doing
this for a long
time."
Wayne Harper
grounds maintenance

Wayne Harper
played basketball. But he found
that in karate he had an outlet
and a form of pl'otection.
He said that he has been in so
many competitions he cannot
remember them a ll. Harper did
compete in the latter part of the
1970s and 1980s. His main goal
was to win the National Cham-

pionship in all three areas of
competition. Those areas consist of forms kata, weapons
kata and free sparring.
In 1988 and 1990, Harper
won the national championship
in all three.
Harper tries to emphasize the
self-defense aspect of karate

Fields came to Murray State
after receiving a phone call
from head coach Scott Edgar.
The two met when Edgar was
an assistant coach at Tulsa
University in the early '80s and
Fields played there during the
summer to stay in shape for the
Globetrotters.
When asked about the
Racer's upcoming season.
Fields said it was difficult to
say how much the new up·
tempo look of the Racers would
affect the rest of the OVC, since
several conference programs
have a new staff this season.
Fields' wife, Annazette, and
two ch ildren are still in Des
Moines, but will be joining him
in Murray during the last week
of November. His wife, an insurance underwriter, plans to
return to school. His SOl), Troy,
is 10, and his daughter, Brian·
na, is 3.

karat~
over the sport aspect . He
believes that karate can be used to save a life and it should
only be used in the most extreme cases.
"I like the self-defense emphasis in karate," Harper said,
"the modeled attacks and
developing the ability to react
to a particular situation."
Karate also helps develop
self-confidence and health, he
said. Harper said those are life
goals. "For me," Harper said,
"karate has had to save my life
a few times, and I'll always be
grateful for the ability to stand
up for myself."
In September, the
Southeastern Kenpo Ju-Jitsu
Association held instructor
clinics at MSU. Harper said
that the organization has in·
structors from all over the country show what they have been
developing and learning.

Volleyball team advances to OVC tourney
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN

BULL'S EYE
Rifle team member Karen Harbaugh looks over her score
sheet In a match earlier this year against the Air Force
Academy. Harbaugh Is a junior political science major from
Columbia, Ill.

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
r-.

Flag football winners
Lambda Chi Alpha won the intramural flag football
above-500 tournament, going undefeated for the season.
The Carolina Blue team won the under-500 flag football
tournament.
· The Untouchables finished frrst in the women's intramural
flag football tournament.

The heat is on. 'I'he Racer
volleyball team is gearing up
for the postseason tournament
at Tennessee Tech today, Saturday and Sunday.
Going into the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament the
Racers are coming off a 15·9,
15-17, 4-15 and 11-15 loss
Saturday to Austin Peay. 'rhe
Racers could not hold the Lady
Govs and fell to fifth place in
the OVC.
Murray State had 51 kills in
the four games, including .20
registered by Jill Doty. Denise
Donnelly had 25 of the Racers'
43 assists, and Doty racked up
21 of the 70 MSU digs.
''We are excited and ready to
go into postseason play," said
Racer head coach Oscar
Segovia. "Regular season is
now behind us, we need to move
on. Hopefully we'll want the
wins this weekend bad enough
and we'll come out the
champions."

Photo.by DON MCCUISTON
(From left) Sarah Dearworth, Jill Doty, Beth Blair and Denise Donnelly prepare to return a serve to
Austin Peay i n a match earlier this season.
The Racers are slated to
match up with Austin Peay
again this afternoon at 2 p.m.
at Tennessee Tech.
"Postseason play is very different physically and mentally," Segovia said. "We need to
rise to another level of play and
just work with what's been ef·

ake Your Pick At Flicks

fective for us up to this point.
Anybody can win this, and I'm
expecting a lot of good things to
come out of this team, and
especially with my seniors, Jill
Doty and Jodi Price."
Austin Peay leads the series
record against MSU 13-8.

The Racers have spent the
past three days working on
blocking, digging, serving, attacking and passing the ball.
" We have a motto t hat says,
'Be the best you can be and
then you'll be first,' " Segovia
said.

.,

Ward's leather and jewelry

•

PauaJewelry $6.00
Ccystals- Starting at $7.50
Gold Pink Ice Ring $19.95
Stocking Stuffers - Starting at $1.00

~or fJL{{ :Your Jewe{ry 9{r,ec£s

Turquoise and Gemstone~
Starting at $4..00

Leather Billfold $5.00
Leather Bomber Jackets $149.95
Snakeskin Wallets $24.95
Acm.e, Dan Post, Wrangler Boots
(Leather a nd Snakeskin)

Register to Win Gold Chain
Layaway and Gift Certificates VIsa A Mastert:ard Accepted

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
DAILY 9A.M . - 6 P.M. SUNDAY lP.M.- 5 P.M .
759-1616

GT Mountain Bikes and Accessories

Spoke & Pedal
E
Bel Air Center
~~~- .,.~..
753-0388
now in stock at:
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SCOREBOARD
Kick Returns/Yards... 3188
Third-Down Conv •......• 6/16
Sacks by Nards..... 3/33
Possession Time..•..• 34:52

Football Standlnas
~ALL

6-0
5-1
•3.3
3-4
2-4
2-4

(9·1}
(7·3)
(4·6}
(3·8}
(4-6}
(2-8}
·2-5 (3-8}

Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Murray State

1·5 (3-7)

· r . . - Slatlt'a gamevs. ~sa and
stawa game va. w..wm Kenlu<lky
deelgnat.d ~ gamee.

~

-

volleyball Standlnas*
~

Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Mofehead State
Austin Peay

Rokullk
Slllrmn
Yerby
~

7·7

4-10
3-11

Tennessee Tech
Middle Tenessee
Tennessee State

Reid

Hoston
Wilson

0-14

Diehl

• Fins/ OVC Regular S88son Standngs
and Stledlngs {by ti6 braker) for OVC

Tournament

~ f()()TBALt
Murray State14
SouthNat Missouri 10
MSU
SEMO

7
7

7
3

0

0

0
0

SEMO - Philon, 7, pass from
Cohoon (Zimmerman klck}.
MSU - Sypho, 25, run (Dill
kick).
MSU • Ross, 22, pass from
lewis (Dill klck).
SEMO - Zimmerman, 29, fteld
goal.

.IWl
First Downs.................. :a4
Rushes/ Yards........ 581271
Passlng..................... 154
Comp./Att./lnt....... 9/22/3
Total Offense..............425
Gain Per Play............. 5.3
Retum Yards................ 9
Fumbles/Lost.............. 1/tl
Penalties/ Yards....... 13194
Interceptions/ Yards.~ • .W
Punta/ Yards ............S/302
Average Per Punt.......37.8
Punt Retums/Vards..... 0-0

.sD..Q

21
31/137

Stratton

Todd
Hobllon

IJ.:U

4
3
2
1
2
3

0
0
2
2
1
0

1

0

7
7

2
0

6

2

1-12
1· 11
1· 10
2-4
1-3
1-2
1·1

0
0
0
0

3
1
Sllllmon,1 Pass lntc., 2 Pass BrUp,
1 Pass Sacks; Yerby 1 Paas BrUp, 1
Pass Sacks; (With one Pass lntc.)
Ingram, Todd. Hoston; (With one Pass
BrtJp) Diehl, S1ratton, Hobson, Aldrtdge,
Yerby; (Wlth one Pass Sacks) Sl!llmon,
Hoston, Yerby.

@

V<liJ.EYBALL

Results of the Lady Rac8f8 vs. Austin
Peay State University lnthe North Gym
November 18.

APSU
MSU

9
15

17
15

15
4

15
11

lndly!dual Leaders
KILLS • Murray State (51), Ooty 20,
BaJr 14, Price 5, Otarworth 5, Brown 3,
Donnelly 2, Morthland 1. Rubio 1. Austin
Peay (38), Canedo. 15, Batey 11 ,
Westfield 7, Fletcher 3, Gerrard 2.

255
21/4314

392
5.3

44
1/0
9/80
3118

6/206
24.3
5/26

RACER SPORTS WEER

Offensive Leaders
RUSHING • Murray State, Cox 76,
Bland 51 , Sypho 4,., Reynolds 43,
McGowan 40, Lewis 17. Southeast
Mlsscuf, Esters 76, Davia 50.
PASSING - Murray State, Lewis 9· 21·
3, 1 TP, long 40, Sacks 2. Southeast
Missouri, Cohoon 18·32· 3 222, 1 TO,
Long 65, Sacks 2; Uley 3-11· 1 33,0 TO, ,
Long 12, 5acka 1.
RECEIVING • Murray State, Mosby
40, Redmond 34, Ross 30, Sypho 26,
Bland 15, McGowan 9. Southeast
Missouri, Sayler 73, Layton 71, Phlion
69, Davis 25, Krupa 11. Eaters 6.
PUNTING • Murray State, Colby
8/302, 37.8 Avg., Long 49. Southeast
Missouri, Gilbert 6/206, 34.3 Avg., Long
50.
FIELD GOALS • Murray State • none.
Southeast Missouri, Zimmerman 1/1,
Long 29.
Defensive Leaders
Tack los
lli
AI

12·2
12·2
9-5
9-5

Murray State

2/28
4/ 12
2124
25:08

ASSISTS • Murray State (43),
Donnelly 25, Rubio 16, Balr1, Price 1.
Austin Peay (22), Galley 11, Garrard 11.
DIGS • Murray State (70), Ooty 21,
De&IWOfth 15, Balr 11 , Rubio 6, Geralds
5, Donnelly 4, Morthland 4, Brown 3.
Austin Peay (78). Galley 15, Roach f5,
Canedo 11, Garrard 11 , Kldd 9, Fletcher
8, Baley 7, Westfield 2.

Murray State vs. Czechoslovakia In
Rac6r Anlna November 18.

Friday 22

9POAT

Football

Murray State 107
Fort Campbell 81

2, 20; Hlll7-10, 1-2, 15; Wilson 4-8, 1·2,
9; Evans 3-5, 0·1, 6; Walden 2·5, 0-0,
5; Adams 2-4, 0·2, 4; Slvllls 2-4, 0-0, 4;
Peterson 1-4, 2· 2, 4; Gray 2·2, 0-0, 4;
Gunvn 1-5, 0.(), 2;
Hunt 1·1, 0-0, 2.
Totals 44-78 (.571), 12-21 (.571), 107.

Sundlly 24

Mondey 2S

W~27

Tu.day 26

Thursdey 26

..

103.7 Flf

*Men's

:•

Basketball

;.:

Murray State
Cannon 10·16, 6-9, 32; Jones 9-14, 2·

Saturdlly 2S

Aualln f'HY
1 :$0 p.m.
CI.-...,Tenn.
WBLN

..

Unlv. ol
Ml ..ouri-Rolla
Aa--AI.5:15 p.m.

Women's
Bask~tball

Unlv. of
Evanavlllo
~.!rill.

.

7,....

ONo v.a., eort.,.._ TCIUOitnWI&

Czechoslovakia

Volleyball

Walston 7-10, 6·9, 20; Rowllnson 8-3,
3-6, 20; Benes 5·11 , 8-8, 19; Jauquch
5-10, 3-4, 13; Bellk 1-2, O.(), 3; Bakajsa
0·2, 2-2, 2; ForeJt 0-0, 2·2, 2; Horman_1·
1, 0-0, 2; Babka 0-0, 0.(), 0. Totals 27·
49 (.551), 24-31 (.n4), 81.

.

•'

Co<lbwllo. Ttnn.
TBA

;.

'

Men•s

Halftime • Murray State 52,
Czechoslovakia 45.

NOAA
tlailoll•l

CrossCountry

<;hi Ill Ill Oil•

Women's

r__, Alia. .,

CrossCountry

Three point goals • Murray State 717 (. 418)
(Cannon 6 - 10),
Czechoslovalda 3·9 (.333) (Rowtlnson 1·

*Rifle
Equine
Pre-Season

Intramural results for co«i basketball,
walleyba/1, co-.d volleyball and preS8880fl basketball November 14-19.

Co-ed Bllkttbal!
Untouchables d.
Whatevera

46-29

Hot Shots d. Falcons

56-46

Team USAd.
Slllllly Shootin'

65-45

Whatevera d. Team USA

5EhS3

Untouchables d. Falcons

81-55

Wa!leybal!
Dead Fish d. E-Mc2
Flop Runts d. Three'e a Crowd

Co-ed Yollayball
Awesome Overkills d .
Melltal Blockers
Mystery TNm d. O.B. & the Dills
Mental Blockers d. O.B. & the Dills

Beaver Sniffers d.
Mostly White Boys
AXA d. The Dills
Bulla d. B.L.T.
Pikes d. Smooth as Ice
Dream Team d.
Armed & Dangerous
Illegal Pick d. Past Prime
ATQ d. Oul81de the Paint
SIO·N·Whlte d. In
UCSCd. CGOA
The Alliance d. Raw Meat
AXA d. Mother Scratchers
Lllne Lords d.

'

I

Hollie

I

I

Away

I

• No Scheduled Event

NaUonal lnleroolleglala
Rodeo

-

ExpoOerar

Basketball

Lllne Lords d.
Master Blastera II

.,

'1'8A

1).
Rebounds. Murray State 31 , (Jones
8), Czechoslovakia 32 (Rowllnson 11 ).
Asalsts- Murray State 20 (Gumm 4,
Cannon 4), Czechoslovakia 15 (Bellk 5).
Fouled out- Slvllla, Murray State.
Total toula - Murray State 23,
Czechoslovakia 17.

•'-

ehlpa

Women~s 8..-cetbell
45-75

64-39
7()..46

51-49

48-33
50-41
61·23

78-33

Ben Gay Boys
Pikes d. Am
Tri-State d. Slo·N-Whlte
Down Low d. 76ers
76tra d. Down Low
Mllfed Vealmen d. ArP
SWish d. Raw Meat
UCSC d. Mostly WNte Boys
Arm.d & Dangeroua d .
61-41
Hackers
Mother Scratchers d .,- - Clock Strikes Midnight
57-85
57-39
Breda I d. Sigma Chi

Coache• and SIDe

Pl'eaeaaon ovc Poll*
1. Eastern Kentucky (87)
2. Ter ln8$see TectJ (82)
3. Mickle Tennessee (78)
4. Morehead State (55)
s. Soutl)east Missouri (50)
s. Teno~ee ·State (40)
7. Au$tfn. Peay (30) ·
a. Murray State (28)

FlratT••m
Preaawon All.oyc••
Angle Cox, G. EKU

PrlsdUa Robinson, C, MTSU
Jaree Goodin, C, EKU
Julie Magrana, <rF, MoSU
Bavl;l(fy Smith, C.F'- ~~U

Second 'bam

Rene& R9Q.IIf¥d.l. F, SEMO
<Julie PhtsQn,-_ G, =::MSU ,.
Dana Sc;:ott, G, nu

Sonya Campbell, c, tsu
Beth Ousfey, G-F, MoSU

wfth.

• Totals baaed on a
7~2-1
point $COle
~ pOints
•• Coaches ilnd SI"Ds were not
allowed to vole for tMIIr own

programs.

· Men'• 8asketball

Coaches •nd SIDs

Pre-son OVC Poll•
1. Eastern Kentucky (86)
Mldcle Tennessee (86)
3. Murray State (83)
4. Austin Peay (54}
5. Tennessee Tech (49)
. $.Morehead State (41)
: 7· Southeast MI$SOUrl (34)
8~ Tennessee State (15)
... ·' . . FINt T••m
, . .. .. . , AII.OVC**

•

Popeye Jones, C, MSU
Warren Kldd, C, MTSU
LaMOnte Ware, F, APSU
Van Usher, a, nu
Brett Roberts, F. MoSU
., , IMQnd·T•m
·,:.::· .··

·r=r.ank Allen; G, MSU

Jami. Ross, G, EKU
John Allen, F, EKU
Mike Smith, C, EKU
Kevin Howard, G, TSU

·· * Tolllla ~ on a
7-6-5-4-3-2·1
~scale wlh 98 poalble points

..-Coaches and SIC, '(lttrt nqt
allowed 1o vote for their own

~·

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

MISC.

MISC.

Rick. Good luck Saturday
against the GovernorsI Hope
you enjoy your final game as a
Murray state Racerl Ashley

Todd, Thank you. It's been a
wonderful month. I hope It
continues tobethatway. Love
Teresa

Microwave oven, desk lamp,
dishes, portable color televl·
slon, foam mattress, wall decorations. Call 762-6295.

Happy Birthday, SCREAMER.
The gang loves youll Gottyal

Microbiology Lab gang, Thanks

4 to 5 bedroom fumlshed 106
South 1Sth.
$500 month.
Available Jan. 1 Lease and
deposit, no pets. Phone 753·
0932 or 753·5898.

Looking fora roommate fornext
semester? Find one through
the classlfleds. Call 762·4478
for details.

Pldge - The only thing better
than falling In love Is staying In
love. I love you Fonlver1 8lyan

Research project grad. and
marketing students. Fast proj·
ect to complete before Chrfst·
mas. REC energy control computer product. Call Andrea for
specs. 753-2400.

1991 -92 Who's Who Among
Students In American Colegee
and Universities. Deadline Is
Dec. 6. Applications available
In Office of Student Affairs,
Ordway Hall. Must have 3.0
GPA.ancl demonstrate campus
and communl1y leadership and
Involvement. Contact Office of
StudentAffalrs, 762-6831 . •

T.
Shannon, You have been great
the past few weeks. Thanks
for being there for me. I love
you I Love, Alyssa
Jlrri, You're the best Ill brol
Keep up your enthusiasm.
Love those bandalds I Beta
Rholsawesomel Loveyoublg
ala, Jill.
Theta Chi Delta actives: We
have planned an outstanding
and rewatdng retreat! We've
seen the rest and pledged the
best! Love, Zeta pledges.
Holll Brown: She's a clown
andanawesomeblgslsl Love

Tamara
Please recycle I

for being great fl1ends. Love,
Jeanna

The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon would Dke to thank the
sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
for a great socialI
Congratulations Danny Brown
as Alpha Sigma Alpha Man of
theYearl
Thanks to Alpha Gamma Rho
for a great mixer! Love. the
Sister. of Alpha Sigma Alpha.
K.C. - I Love You I - A.H.

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS and
TV Scrlpts. Fill out sl"'4lle '1ll<el
don't like" fonn. EASYI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Gwlranteed paycheck.
24 Hour recording 601·3792925 Copyright IKY13KEB.

FOR SALE
CHEAPI FBVU.S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES • •• $200, 86 VW .
.. $50, 87 MERCEDES • • .
$100, 65 MUSTANG ..• $50.

Choose from thousands start·

HELP WANTED
Earn $2500 & Free trips seiDng
Spring Break Packages to
Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica,
Florida! Best trips & Pr1c:esl
Spring Break Travel 1-800·
638-6786.

lng $25. FREE24HourRecord·
lng Reveals Details 601 -3792929 Copyright IKY19KJC.

Christmas tree 6 feetasseni)led

with bult Inelectrical outlets $70.
Call 753-4167 between noon
and7p.m.

1b.eMurray State News

Cobra Trapshooter Radar Detector for sale. Asking $70.

Call762-6267.
Need giftIdeas for the holiday
seasons? Howaboutflnegold
and sliver Jewelry at wholesale prfcesl Great selection I
Call 753·0343 If no answer
leave name and telephone
number on answering machine.
Wholesale Bodybulldng Supplements I Don'tpayfuDprfc:el
Call 753-0343, If no answer

leave name and telephone
number on answering machine.
ladles Nike Hiking boots.
Great conditionI Or1glnal retail
$80, asking $35. can 759·
4971.

BUSINESS
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
QUICK. Innovative Printing
1623 Hwy 121 Bypass. 753For good music at reasonable
rates foryour next party.dance,
mixer or social event, call Luke
Davia at (901) 642·8406.
Typing services olf&RKi. $1
per page. Professional job,
Includes Spell·check. Call7594n2,1eeve message.

Deadline...... Wed. 3 p.m.

Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 2:30- S:OO,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

1~

per word

'Tis the season
to be jolly. '

Greetings!

Lost 14 Keys with Dan nametag. Reward. C811753-6458.
Ask for Jody.

Foronly$1.

Without MSU 10: 20~ per word

Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PERSONALS

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1be Mur.ray StiR News $1 Personal Classified
Expires

12~4-91

ROOtooiMATES
BUSINbSS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

I

HEU'WAHrED

LOSTlFOUND

RICES
MISC••
NOTICE

Congratu{ations
CarterCrillllll

Miss.MSU
interview.
We are proud of you!
Love, the Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi

service after dat1< 7 days a
week. C8l 762-2222.

LOST

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Congratulations on the

MSU Escort Service, Dept. of
Public Safety offers escort

Adver11ae yoor service In the
Murray StateNewsclassifiedsl

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER lHE PHONE.

Charla

giving break from the staff of
the Murray State News.

Ho.•.
Ho.•.
HoHday

Over Twenty Words
With MSU 10:

MISC.

8802.

RATES

Wlh MSU 10: 15¢ per word

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Donn refr1gerator$45 Cal1753·
9664. Leave a message.

Havea sate and happyThanks·

I

Love, tfie Sisters of Jt{plia 'Delta Pi

Mail
The Murray State News
Cash or
Box 2609 University Station
Check to: Munay, KY 42071

or

!For Yfi[ ~our Jewe[ry :A&etfs

,. Murray State News
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BUDGET

RETENTION

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

process the administration
looked at the central budget
and reduced it as much as possible before moving to individual
departments.
He said the amount to be
taken from Universitywide
operations was trimmed to
$283,000.
"Prior to knowing exactly
how much we were cut, we asked each unit to make 4 percent
and 7 percent reduction plans,"
Booth said. "I've reviewed each ,
plan to determine where the
reductions should take place
where they would least affect
the primary mission of the
University.
"It will take a couple of weeks
to determine that," he said,
"but I feel comfortable we can

meet this goal without seriously disrupting our academic
mission.
"It is the recurring budget
cuts that could erode what we
do on the academic and student
affairs side," he said.
Booth said he and Kassing
are using both the Strategic
'Plan and The Characteristics of
the MSU Student to guide them
on the mission of the
University.
"For example,'' Booth said,
"libraries will be exempt as
well as scholarships, and our
academic side has· been more
protected. For instance, we hit
deferred maintenence rather
heavily to the tune of
$650,000."

"The location of the school
has been a traditional reaF~on
for withdrawal or transfer," he
said. ''Other reasons include
students not being academically or emotionally ready for college, they need a break from
education or (they) lack .. .
funds to continue."
The 68 percent retention rate
of Murray State is equaled on
the opposite end of the state by
Morehead State University.
"Of the freshmen that enter
one !_11 , 68 pet·cent come back
the next fall," said Tim Rhodes,
executive director of student
services at Morehead State.
"That rate increases to 76 percent with sophomores and 77
Editor's Note: Associate Editor percc.nt with juniors."
Amy lear contributed informaThe figures for Eastern Ken·
tion to this story.
tucky University are slightly
lower.

Booth also said vacant positions are frozen and probably
will not be filled until the
budget picture is clear and the
recurring budget is established.
The purchase of equipment is
also delayed in some areas.
He said if cuts occur m the
base budget more reductions in
operating costs may be made.
"It may reach the point that
out-of-state travel is limited,
and a number of summer
courses could be reduced,"
Booth said. "You could even sec
fewer sections of some courses
and larger class sizes."

"Of those who seem to be
degree-seeking students, 60
percent come back their second
year,'' said Jack Culross, dean
of undergraduate studies at
Eastern. "Our biggest loss is
definitely from the freshman to
sophomore vear."
A slightly higher retention
rate is maintained by Western
Kentucky University, which
has a rate of 70 percent, said
John Foe, director of institutional research for Western.
"One of the biggest reasons
for students not returning the
next year is they simply run out
of money," Foe said. "They may
l'eturn later after they've earned some more, but many also
don't return."
The programs offered on a
campus are an important factor
in retaining students.

Bryan said Murray State's
high faculty-student ratio is a
major help to retention.
"The students feel a closeness
to the faculty that helps them
perform better," he said.
The academic preparation of
the number of students coming
in who have completed the precollege curriculum or who have
done well on national tests also
keeps the retention rates up, he
said.
Bryan also emphasized the
services provided by the Lowry
Learning Center, which offers
numerous tutoring
opportunities.
"To us, retention of students
must be of even greater importance than recruitment," he
said.
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Macintosh Classic®~ystem.

Macintosh LC System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh®computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

'

Macintosh list. System.

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry-these special
savings last onlythrough january 5, 1992.

For all of your computer needs visit
Computer Source
#1 Dixieland Center • Murray, KY 42071
St. John'• Epl8copal Church
1820 W. llalD St.
Bot,. Eucharl.8t 8 a.m. • 10:30 a.m.
8uDdap

or call759-4603

